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THEME

The theme for this issue of our magazine
is, unsurprisingly, The Lockdown.
Members of Pompey Pensioner
Association were invited to send in their
personal slant on this event and we would
like to thank those who have contributed.
As has been said many times, this is your
magazine and it is what you make it.

We are all stronger than
we know.

Well! What to say?
The committee and editors welcome you
all to our next publication where you will
find old favourites and some new pieces
and contributions.
Covid 19 has been a cause of much
sadness and loss for some, total isolation
for others and a variety of new challenges
for individuals and the community.
Portsmouth, so far, seems have come
through relatively unscathed, surprising
considering the density of population,
close proximity of properties and an active
port. But, it seems, the old challenges of
homelessness, poor public transport, and
high levels of pollution are still with us.
We all know that Community Care and
care homes were not a high priority on the
government’s agenda resulting in shocking
and unnecessary deaths in care homes
and I’m not alone in wondering what
provision government will take as the next
inevitable spike comes this winter.
There seems to be conflict between
young and old about the necessity for the
rule of six, wearing masks in shops and
elsewhere and for continued isolation
where possible. Pompey Pensioners
should fight hard to ensure that this divide
does not widen as we live in a city which
is made vibrant by young people and the
contribution of older people in all aspects
of life.
Many of us will have used Zoom and
Skype for the first time to keep in contact
with loved ones, especially grandchildren
and those far away. More people have
bought shopping and banked on-line,
learnt how to send e mails and even used
Facebook. Perhaps you have signed up to
Netflix and binge watched old favourites
missed when first broadcast. All to be
welcomed! The lack of use of the internet
by older people, the fear they express
that they can’t do it, that it is not safe,
really means that they are missing out on
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a wonderful source of information and
entertainment.
Isolation and home-working has meant
that many people have had more time for
themselves, to be more peaceful and so
make closer links with loved ones as well
as giving time to think of the things that
are important in life. And even to travel in
their minds eye to places they have been,
or wish to go to, when this is over.
However, if Sir David Attenborough is
correct, and I am sure he is, we are going
to have to get used to increasing numbers
of pandemics as we continue to destroy
the natural environment and wildlife. We
can all, young and old, unite in attempts
to change our way of life to ensure that
future generations can enjoy our beautiful
world.
Sue Petrie Joint Editor

View from the Chair
Extraordinary times!
Coronavirus has impacted severely on the
PPA resulting in the cessation of meetings,
activities, outings and our Christmas
Lunch, but our committee members have
been doing their utmost to keep in touch
by phoning around members to check on
their wellbeing and asking if any help is
required. Our resilient PPA members have
been coping well with the aid of family
and friends. Unfortunately though, our
meetings and activities are unlikely to
resume in the immediate future due to the
vulnerability of our age group.
The virus has impacted on the distribution
of our magazine. Normally 3,000-4,000
are easily absorbed by our local hospitals,
surgeries, community centres, libraries,
shops and cafes. With the help of the
League of Friends and dogged tenacity we
have managed to distribute over 6,000
of issue 56 through alternative sources
and we are still receiving requests for
membership due to its impact.
Our banner was aloft at a demonstration
in support of NHS and frontline
workers on a blisteringly hot day in the
Guildhall Square. It was good to have the
support of many of our members and the
organisers made it clear that PPA support
was very welcome. We were of course
masked and socially distanced.
Campaigning on issues that will affect
not only our age group but also future

generations will continue:
Free TV licences for over 75’s.
Adult Social Care. See the article (page
9) re the dire state of Home Care for the
Elderly.
The Government’s Brexit plan (currently
looking as if it will result in a ‘cliff-edge’)
affecting future jobs for our children
and grandchildren. Also likely to affect
the supply of essential medicines
and make travelling abroad more
complicated. Britain’s Trade Deal with
the U.S. (which could result in lower food
standards including chlorine washed
chicken and steroid-loaded beef) and not
least, failure to protect the NHS during the
trade talks. (This could result in costlier
drugs supplied to the NHS and the ‘hiving
off’ of sections of it to the Private Sector).
There is also the issue of Pension Credit.
We are in early discussions with Citizens
Advice on the fact that 1,700 pensioners in
the Portsmouth area, although eligible, fail
to claim this which can be as much as £45
per week. It would also entitle them to a
free TV licence if over 75.
The UK state pension is the worst in
the developed world, according to data
from the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development. Although
not under immediate threat, our free bus
pass subsidises our pensions, as did the
over 75’s free licences. My question is ‘why
should the BBC in effect fund part of our
pension’?
Look after yourself and each other, and I
hope you enjoy reading this latest issue of
the magazine.
Steve Bonner

PRESIDENT’S PREFACE

International Day of Older people on
1st October has come and gone and I
don’t suppose it was marked by many.
But one anniversary which we shall be
celebrating soon is the 30th anniversary of
the establishment of Pompey Pensioner
Association in January 1991 when we held
our first meeting in the Theatre Royal with
‘Compo’ of the BBC’s ‘Last of the Summer
Wine’ comedy as our special guest. As
the years have passed, notwithstanding
changes in personnel, the aims and
activities of the Association have remained
the same – to campaign for a better deal
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for older people and to hold enjoyable
social events.
By chance it was also on the first day of
October I received two official brown
envelopes. One asking me to pay the TV
licence, and the other that I was shortly
to receive an extra 25pence a week on my
pension. Both gave me food for thought.
In the case of the TV licence, I am
happy to pay towards keeping the BBC
as one of the world’s best public service
broadcasters. The range and variety of the
BBC’s radio, terrestrial and digital services
is remarkable; the non- interruption in the
middle of programmes by adverts a relief;
BBC support of charities such as ‘Children
in Need’ commendable; compared to the
partisan bias of newspapers its coverage
of news is relatively balanced; the BBC’s
is respected throughout the world (soft
power); it makes or commissions first class
nature programmes, documentaries and
dramas and it caters for all tastes of music
– classical, popular and jazz.
The BBC may not be perfect – the
corporation pays some of its people too
much; needlessly adopts a bland, ‘both
sides of the argument’ middle of the
road stance on controversial issues; and
often merely regurgitates Government
press releases -but: what would the
broadcasting map of Britain be without
it? Like the United States perhaps with
its rampant commercialism and political

ER PEOPLE IN

https://www.amnesty.org.uk/
files/2020-10/Care%20Homes%20
Report.pdf?

AS IF EXPENDABLE
THE UK GOVERNMENT’S FAILURE TO PROTECT OLDER PEOPLE IN
CARE HOMES DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

extremism. So, the BBC needs resources to
keep going and I am only too willing to pay
my share.
The trouble is that, like many people, I
object to the Government’s trickery in
opting out of paying for a free TV licence
for those over 75. In my view, all older
people should have been allowed to pay
a discounted licence fee and the loss of
income made up by the Treasury. Instead we
now have those over 75’s on pension credit
paying nothing and the rest of us paying
the full fee. As Age UK and the National
Pensioners’ Convention have pointed out
it is those households who only just fail
to qualify for this benefit that may have
difficulties in paying. (And those who should
be claiming but are not)
So as one who can afford £157.50 a year I
am sending a cheque, but for what I insist
is a subscription and not as a licence fee!
A futile gesture perhaps but one which
registers my opposition to the government’s
policy on this issue, without breaking the
law/getting fined/going to prison!
As far as the extra twenty- five pence
on my pension is concerned this surely
is an anomaly that should be removed.
How much money is the Department of
Work and Pensions spending on postage
to write to all new recipients of this tiny
sum – worth a total of £13 per annum if
my maths is correct! Surely the money
would be better spent sorting out the
problems of the Universal Benefit system
and ensure that those in need are given
adequate allowances to be able to provide
for their households.
In my opinion, one of the problems
of our current governance is that so
much energy is devoted to Brexit (and
necessarily tackling Covid -19), that
important issues like funding ADULT
SOCIAL CARE have been side-lined. (for
evidence that it is vital to be tackled see
Sue Mullen’s report for PPA and the recent
study – ‘As if Expendable’- by Amnesty
International on how older people were
ill-treated by government actions in
care homes in the earlier stages of the
Covid-19 pandemic. In the future it is our
Welfare State, the NHS, the environment
and reducing our carbon output, as well
as the rights of older people in an ageing
society that should dominate the political
agenda.
For 30 years Portsmouth Pensioners’
Association has campaigned on issues
affecting older people. I am sure we will
be doing so in the next decades. A big
thank you to all who have been, are, and
will be involved in keeping our Association

going by their contributions in time,
effort, commitment and financial support.
Together we have made a difference,
locally, nationally and globally (don’t
forget our clinic in Ethiopia), and I am
confident will do so in the future.
Alan Burnett

THE ALLURE OF THE
ALLOTMENT
People have found a variety of ways to
cope with the long and irksome months of
Covid -19 restrictions. I see more younger
people running and people of all ages
walking and cycling along Southsea sea
front, for example. The number of delivery
vans dropping off parcels, which have
been ordered online, has increased. There
appears to be more fathers taking out
their toddlers, and dogs being walked ever
more frequently.
But for me and probably many others,
green/open spaces and particularly having
an allotment has been a saviour. There
are some 1600 allotments in the city of
Portsmouth, and older residents occupy
many of them. Seniors benefit from a
discount thanks to campaigning by PPA
and specifically an impassioned speech by
Cyril Saunders – one of our life presidents
– to a council budget meeting a decade
ago. It is clear that for many people of all
ages an allotment has provided a muchneeded escape from indoor living and the
routine of meals, TV and keeping in touch
digitally with family and friends.
But what is it about an allotment (or
garden) that has been so good for us
these past weeks? Personally, I think there
are multi-faceted benefits to be derived
from what a friend calls the ‘green gym’.
Digging, planting, weeding, watering and
harvesting are all physical tasks which
demand energy and all the evidence is
that physical exercise is good for you. And
allotment air is fresh, unlike some of the
polluted roads in our congested city.
Then there is the satisfaction of growing
organic fruit and vegetables. Seeing them
peep up from the soil, blossom and ripen,
as well as the opportunity to eat home
grown produce and/or give some away to
neighbours, family and friends. This year
black currants, rhubarb, beans, tomatoes
, apples, onions, garlic, and sweet corn
have all grown well on plot 21, Eastney
Lake, and have been consumed with
pleasure. We also held an allotment sale
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or incapacity the burden of keeping an
allotment going becomes too much. There
is a solution however as it is possible
to name a co-worker for your plot who
can help out and has the option to take
over at some time in the future. Passing
on your knowledge – and eventually
tools – to someone younger seems to
me a fine example of inter- generational
collaboration.

which raised £200 – half for WaterAid and
half for our clinic in Ethiopia.
And then there is the flora and fauna
which are to be seen whilst tending
an allotment. Flocks of gold finches,
an occasional fox, robins, crows and
blackbirds, (Brent geese will also be
returning from Siberia to spend the
winter with us) as well as different tree
species and, in the case of my neighbour
Andrew - ferns. Monty Don’s Gardeners’
World programme visited Andrew’s
fern collection a few years ago and put
Portsmouth on the gardening map in the
process.
Another of the delights of allotmenteering
is the sociability of fellow gardeners. There
is a lot of chat and friendly advice on
offer: often between people of different
ages and nationalities. A common interest
in growing fruit, flowers and vegetables
brings people together, regardless of who
they are and where they live in the city.
It’s fun to observe the variety of crops
grown, the layout of plots and occasional
flags flown. Some plots are meticulously
tidy and others apparently a jumble of
plants (and weeds). Any one who doesn’t
tend his/her plot properly is in danger
of getting a ‘dirty plot’ letter from the
council. Raised beds are common, partly
because the water table is near the surface
in what was reclaimed land. Some huts
are falling down, whilst others are spic and
span and contain tea making facilities. My
co-worker Russ asked me one day if my
office work desk was always neat and tidy
because he saw that I like my veg to grow
in straight lines. Maybe allotments do
reflect the personality of their occupants!
One of the problems of some older people
and their allotments is that through illness

So long live the allotment! A great British
institution which straddles the public
-private divide in terms of ‘ownership’,
encourages fitness, provides healthy food,
and enhances sociability. At these times
of stress and the potential dangers of
isolation and depression there can be few
facilities which can do more to encourage
mental and physical health. Who knows
what will happen in the months ahead to
our health and wellbeing, but one thing
is sure the allotment will play a role in
keeping some of us healthy.
Alan Burnett

The Federal Democratic
Republic of Ethiopia
The president of Ethiopia is Sahle-Work
Zewde - elected on 25th October 2018 the first woman to hold the office.
Ethiopia is a land-locked country, with
Eritrea to the north, Djibouti to the
northeast, Somalia to the east, Kenya to
the south and Sudan to the west. Mount
Ras Dejen is its highest point, Tana its
largest lake. It has a variety of languages
all of which have official recognition with
Amharic as the language of government.
Ethiopia’s health care system includes
primary health centres, clinics and

hospitals mostly Government owned, and
mostly in the capital, Addis Ababa.. Only
major cities have hospitals with full-time
physicians. Access is limited and in rural
areas is non-existent. The infant mortality
rate is twice the world average. Common
health concerns are lower respiratory
infections, diarrheal diseases and HIV/AIDS.
Progress has been slow and many doctors
have emigrated although medical schools
still train GPs and a few specialists
but output does not match demand.
Shortages of equipment and drugs are a
persistent problem.
There is widespread use of traditional
healing including bone setting, midwifery
and minor surgery including circumcision.
Ethiopia officially criminalized female
circumcision a decade ago — but breaking
down cultural barriers has taken time.
Acknowledging that the practice remained
widespread despite the ban, the Ethiopian
government launched a national plan to
stop female mutilation. It followed up in
2014 with a pledge at the U.K.UNICEFGirl Summit in London - to end female
genital mutilation by 2025.
The practice persists in many parts of
Ethiopia, and much work remains to be
done to make good on the government’s
promise. In the southern region of
Kembatta Tembaro, where the clitoris
and labia was traditionally removed with
crude blades, a remarkable turnaround
has taken place driven by indigenous nonprofit organizations like KMG-Ethiopia
(short for Kembatti Mentti Gezzima-Tope,
or Kembatta Women Standing Together).
Since KMG began work in 1998, female
genital mutilation dropped from 97% to
less than 5% over eight years, according to
a UNICEF report.
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From an article in The
Daily Telegraph
‘The former head of Britain’s nuclear
deterrent is suing Matt Hancock to force
the NHS to pay for elderly patients’ long
term health costs.
If successful, the threatened judicial
review by Rear Admiral Philip Mathias
could cost the health service £5 billion in
paid back medical fees.
The case concerns the failure by local
NHS bosses to pay for the continuing
healthcare (CHC) of tens of thousands of
eligible patients a year.
It follows an investigation by The
Telegraph which found that officials’
refusal to fund the costs was forcing
patients to languish in hospital, or to pay
sometimes hundreds of thousands out of
their own pockets to manage conditions
such as Parkinson’s and Dementia.
Under national CHC rules, any patient
with a significant health problem should
have their care and nursing fees paid in
full by the NHS, provided their condition
is the main reason they need help.
This is distinct from means-tested adult
social care which is funded by local
councils.
However, analysis reveals an up to 20-fold
variation in the chances of securing CHC
funding between different NHS clinical
commissioning groups.’
For anyone with an interest in this cause
there is a crowd funding page which
you can find by searching for, Rear
Admiral Mathias 2020. This will take you
to a screen with the choice, The NHS
Continuing Health care (CHC) Scandal
Crown Justice. The site charged £1 for a
£10 donation
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Pause for Thought - It is time to give thanks
To those dear friends and neighbours who were happy to chat
on the doorstep knowing that being face to face lightens
the gloom: and then offering to do regular shopping trips
to top up grocery needs. And yes, when it was allowed, to
share a drink and a take away.To those doctors, nurses and
care-workers who carried on, regardless of the threat to
themselves, to ensure that people were given tender loving
care and yes, be with the patient – and their families - when they
were dying.
To all the shop keepers and traders who found other ways of working by
delivering meals, fruit and vegetables and food boxes.
To the people working at the food banks, working with the homeless to ensure
that no-one was too hard pressed.
And finally, to our families who were there when we needed them, especially on Zoom or
Skype to have a daily chat if needed. “ Mamma turn your camera on, I can only see the
carpet. Mamma – angle your camera and turn on the b…y microphone!”
Sue Petrie

Comments by Robin Hall, bursar of the home of
comfort nursing home, southsea and secretary of
the hampshire care association
Those of us working the care sector in
Portsmouth and elsewhere feel that we
have been badly let down during the
months of the Covid-19 pandemic. The
Government and Department of Health
and Social Care have woefully neglected
the rights, needs and wellbeing of the
people we care for every day, many of
whom are elderly.
Amnesty International’s recent report ‘As
if Expendable’ sets out how the policies
and actions of the UK Government led to the deaths of more than eighteen thousand
care home residents from the coronavirus. This well researched and illustrated report
cites a ‘chronology of failure’ includes the discharge of older patients from hospital into
care without testing, denial of access to medical services, misuse of ‘Do not attempt
resuscitation’ forms, inadequate access to testing, insufficient PPE, poor, late and
contradictory guidance, and failure to respond to gaps in staffing.
While the NHS has rightly taken centre stage in terms of attention and resources that
does not mean that the social care sector should have been so invisible and neglected by
policymakers. However, this is not surprising to anybody working in the sector, as there
has been consistent a lack of understanding of and attention to the issues we face from
successive governments.
In my experience, those that live in care homes, or receive care in their own homes,
are usually of a generation that rarely complain or make a fuss. Most are very ill, with
multiple medical conditions, and are simply grateful that they are looked after. They are
not going to demand the attention of media and politicians, or campaign for social care
to be properly and fairly funded, and for our staff to be trained, valued and rewarded they
should be.
I feel it likely rests with ‘younger’ older people, still fit, active and (crucially) voting, to
give voice to these issues, and visibility to the most vulnerable in our society who are all
too often ignored.
Thank you to Portsmouth Pensioners’ Association for your campaigning and the
opportunity to express my views.
Robin Hall
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25 September 2020
Dear Steve,
The wellbeing of Portsmouth’s older community members
Thank you very much for responding to my letter sent on 23
March 2020, where I encouraged information about your
organisation’s key concerns at the onset of the pandemic and
offering my support.
I share Portsmouth Pensioners Association’s concerns over the
lack of support available to our older community members, and
will aim to address each of the points you raise in your letter
individually.
Firstly, with regards to adult social care I concur with your

members
statement that the provision was in crisis prior to the pandemic.

According to the Institute for Government, spending on adult
social care in England fell by 2% in real terms between 2009 and
t on 23
March 2020, where I encouraged
2019. The Government’s neglect of adult social care left a system
t the onset
of the
and offering
on its knees
and illpandemic
prepared for coronavirus.
This, combined with
their lack of testing and discharge of patients back into service
providers amid the emergency was “appalling”, “negligent” and
“reckless” as the Public Accounts Committee has ruled this week.

s overEnsuring
the lack
of working
support
available
to our
those
in adult
social care
have the resources
ach ofthey
theneed:
points you raise in your letter

On 25 March, at the onset of this pandemic, I wrote to the Health
Secretary demanding that he urgently provide support to the
adult social care sector. In that letter, I demanded a ramp up of
your statement
that
the inprovision
in
testing for those
working
adult social was
care, commitments
to
provide
level
3
PPE
be
made
and
an
end
to
employees
having
to
e for Government, spending on adult
fork out for their own equipment.

n 2009 and 2019. The Government’s
I also wrote out to every care provider in the city to request
and illinformation
prepared
coronavirus.
This,
onfor
the challenges
they face.
Upon receiving
responses,
I
identified
themes
of
problematic
areas which were
patients back into service providers amid
then collated I translated into direct action taken in parliament to
ss” as the Public Accounts Committee has
lobby Ministers.

I am continuing to liaise with care home providers across
the city, as well the staff who work within them, to identify
continuing
esources
theyproblem
need:areas within the adult social care sector and
to put pressure on Ministers to intervene where resources are
inadequate.

o the Health
Secretary
demanding
that he inquiry:
Apply pressure
on government
for an independent
or. In that
letter, I demanded a ramp up of
I, along with the Labour Party, fully support an independent
mentsinquiry
to provide
level 3ofPPE
be made
into the handling
coronavirus
with aand
particular focus on
social
care.
At
a
meeting
with
care
workers
in
Nottinghamshire
equipment.
on 19 July, Keir Starmer called on the Prime Minister to commit
to making the crisis in social care a key focus for the independent
into the UK’s
response
to coronavirus.they
This is an
questinquiry
information
on
the challenges
intervention I fully support.

f problematic areas which were then
I strongly believe the Government’s failure to protect our care
ment to
lobby Ministers.
homes at the start of the pandemic was a national shame. The

care staff were left without tests or protective equipment which
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left both them and care receivers vulnerable to the virus. I also
believe that the independent inquiry must have a focus on social
care as we need to learn lessons. We need action now ahead of
a possible second wave this winter and to get to the bottom of
what happened in care homes so that lessons can be learned, and
lives can be saved. We cannot afford for the same mistakes to be
made again.
National Care Plan:
Boris Johnson pledged to plan a major overhaul of social care in
the first 12 months of his leadership. 8 months later, I share you
concerns that we are still no clearer as to what that plan is. I will
continue to hold government to account and force them not to
renegade on promises such that as previous pledges that those
entering old age will not have to sell their home to pay for care.
I am keen to see social care become a major priority not just
in rhetoric but in reality. Over the last decade we have had a 5
government reviews into how we fund and reform social care
and more government ministers – but we still do not have a
sustainable plan on how to fix the system.
You may also find it useful to understand the key concerns for
care at this time which the opposition is pursuing, this includes:
- A new intermediate care strategy for people being discharged
from hospital who test positive for Covid-19, and to support
struggling care homes
- Improved access to, and priority testing for social care workers
- Guaranteeing all care workers get the PPE they need: for
domiciliary care workers and Personal Assistants employed via
Direct Payments, as well as staff in residential care
- Ensuring social care has “whatever resources it takes” to deal
with the Covid-19 pandemic
- New leadership for social care sector, with a new Chief Care
Officer
- Daily reporting of Covid-19 deaths outside hospital, including in
care homes.
I hope that I have addressed your concerns and would certainly
be happy to schedule a meeting where we can discuss in more
detail the challenges faced by the care sector, what needs to be
done, and the opposition’s strategy for dealing with it.
I would like to reiterate my thanks to Portsmouth Pensioners’
Association for raising this matter of national significance and
look forward to our continued working together for the good of
our community.
Yours sincerely,
Stephen Morgan MP
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A TRIBUTE TO
AGGIE WESTON
By Doreen Fay
‘My life among the Bluejackets’,
written in 1909 by Agnes Weston, is an
autobiographical account of her early
years and of the subject that came to
dominate her life from 1871.
My interest in Agnes Weston was sparked
in the 1960s when I learned that an estate
of homes in Tipner, rented out to naval
families, was known as an Aggie Weston
estate.
Agnes, affectionately known as Aggie in
naval circles, was born on the 26th March
1840 in London but, because her mother’s
health was delicate, when Agnes was 5
years old, the family moved to Bath where
she grew up. An amazing thing about
Agnes is that she came from a Victorian,
devoutly Christian, middleclass and loving
home and could have had a life of leisure.
So what drove her to a life that was to
be often a struggle with finances and
opposition to her plans?
A big influence on Agnes started with her
Sunday school classes but as the boys
of the classes grew they became known
as the ‘unmanageables’. Fortunately it
was found that Agnes could deal with
these teenagers and continued classes
for them. Next came an invitation to
work on hospital wards where Agnes was
able to comfort men dying, sometimes
of terrible injuries occasioned from their
work in the quarries. Some of these men
were hardened drinkers and that led to the
Temperance movement and Agnes, with
the support of suffering wives, encouraged
men to sign the pledge. There was an
incident where a drunken man was asked
to sign, but he asked Agnes if she ever
took a glass of wine, and she had to agree
that she did take an occasional glass of
wine ‘There you are’, he said, ‘she drinks
an occasional glass of wine and so do I!’
His mates told him how different this was
from his drinking, but he would not listen
and so Agnes, realising that it was all or

nothing, signed the pledge.
The link from her comfortable life to a
future devoted to the welfare of young
men in the Navy, who would often spend
years away from home, came through
letter writing. The first letter was written
to a soldier who was to be abroad for a
long period. That soldier happened to
spend a few days in PORTSMOUTH before
joining a troopship to India and while on
board he happened to mention, to a friend
in the navy that he was corresponding
with a lady. The naval fellow read one of
the letters Agnes had written and was
moved to say how lucky the redcoats
(soldiers) were to have such friends and
wondered if the lady would write to him?
Which of course she agreed to. The year
was 1868 but by 1871 the requests for
letters had grown to such an extent that
Agnes started to send newsletters that
could be circulated.
Agnes recounts that in earlier years, when
most men could not read and write, they
would pay someone from the Purser’s
office to write letters for them and if they
could not afford the shilling, that this
cost, they would get a joint letter sent to
their wives saying how much they missed
them. Agnes also tells of one poor man,
who after years abroad and thinking he
would soon be home with his wife and
family was heartbroken to be sent to
another ship which meant he could not
return home. The last letter sent to this
man by Agnes was returned to her with
the word DEAD written on the envelope.
NEXT TIME – What Agnes did to improve
the lives of young naval ratings in
Devonport and then in Portsmouth

Magazine Distribution
Issue 56 of the Pompey Pensioner
returned from the printers just in time for
the Coronavirus epidemic to strike.
Distributing 8,000 copies of The Pompey
Pensioner is, at the best of times, no mean feat
but this time many of our usual distributors
were required to shield or self - isolate.
PPA member Norman Graves kindly
stored all 47 boxes in his garage at
home and Steve Bonner made regular
visits there, collecting them in his bike’s
panniers and cycling them to whoever he
could think of, including other determined
members who distributed them too.
Normally around 5,000 are distributed to
each of the waiting rooms at both Queen
Alexandra and St. Mary’s hospital.
This of course was out of the question.

Libraries were closed as were community
centres, church clubs, the W.I. and other
groups where our magazine is normally
circulated.
PPA member Paula Rimmer had the
ingenious idea of displaying the magazines
on a table outside her house. People
shopping in the surrounding roads,
Osborne and Palmerston, had parked their
cars there in Ashby Place where she lives.
On returning to their cars some would
pick up a magazine.
Paula has kindly offered to keep doing this
and suggests, if you’re going especially
for a magazine to call her or Peter on
02392837102 to check availability first.
Cyril Saunders, despite his recent mobility
problems, requested almost 300 copies
for general circulation in his area.
The League of Friends took nearly 2,000
for hospital wards, prompted I’m sure
by Margaret Fairhead our secretary, and
member of the League. Faye Evans of
Churchers Solicitors kindly used Social
Media to spread the word that the
magazine was on-line.
Age Uk contacted us and asked if they
could add a magazine to the ‘activity
parcels’ they were handing out to
‘shielding’ pensioners. This amounted to
about 600 copies.
Tesco stores took several copies to put
on their customer service counters as did
Lalys chemists and the Age Uk shop in
Albert Rd. These businesses have always
been very supportive.
Some members, on being offered one
copy, took several to distribute among
friends and neighbours.
It seems that The Pompey Pensioner has
become a much sought after magazine,
this is reflected in the number of readers
who have signed up, despite these trying
times, to become members. We welcome
them all and hope that we can soon
return to monthly meetings at the Council
Chambers, campaigning wherever we see
injustice, as well as resuming bus trips,
coach outings, coffee mornings and Knit
and Mix.
Maxine Bonner
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Trials and tribulations of
a chairman’s wife
PENSION CREDIT and
the TV LICENCE
What follows is well known, talked
and written about, BUT the situation is
unchanged. WHY?
The current rules are that if you are
age 75+ and receiving Pension Credit
(PC) then you are entitled to a free TV
licence. Importantly both elements are
entitlements.
The first question is, why is it that people
do not claim Pension Credit when they
could and should?
The second question is, why aren’t all
pensioners receiving PC entitled to a free
TV licence, why do they have to be 75+?
A glance at the DWP website on claiming
PC gives a clue to how difficult it is to make
a claim. There is a leaflet which at intervals
indicates that specialist advice may be
needed (a point at which most people
switch off).
Here are the problems –
If you can access the DWP site the
information on this two part benefit is
difficult to follow and off-putting
Some people do not have access to the
internet
Many are afraid to claim fearing an
unintended error, in their claim, might
lead to an overpayment and the worry of
repayment
Most people would need help to make a
claim and might need a home visit
People may be reluctant to contact
agencies that could help them, worried
about confidentiality
Removal of the free TV licence to the
over 75s has thrown a light on the
many pensioners who are lonely and or
housebound. We all need to feel that we
are in touch with the world through news
current events and entertainment. It is a
cruel hand which excludes some people
because they cannot afford the licence fee.
The BBC should have honoured the
agreement for people age 75+ to continue
with the universal right to receive a free
TV licence. Perhaps they will think again
if pressure continues to be put on them to
honour the agreement they made.
Doreen Fay

I expect you sit back in a cosy chair, giving
‘The News’ a straightening shake as you
open the pages. You may have a nice cup
of tea.
On account of a reporter phoning to
ask his opinion on a matter pertaining
to issues affecting the elderly, there’s a
contribution from Steve Bonner. Perhaps
it grabs your attention as you know him
as Chair of the PPA.
You’ve no idea!!!
On this occasion the phone call from The
News came as we were awaiting our connection on a very noisy platform 7 (of15)
at Bristol Temple Mead railway station.
Steve had to raise his ‘phone voice’ even
louder than normal to be heard above the
cacophony from the inaudible loud speaker, the noisy train and the surge of socially
distanced commuters trying to board. It
was impossible for him to concentrate
on the reporter as well as deal with the
confusion. He soldiered on, raising his
voice even higher to be heard above the
announcements, warning of the higher
than normal step up onto the train and
unusually wide gap.
I took over, bringing up the rear (remember the gap and huge step up) with our
heavy suitcase, Steve’s heavy backpack
and all of my bags, why did I do so much
shopping! I then manoeuvred them into
the ground level luggage area. Steve was
oblivious but ‘fired’ by being questioned
on yet another social injustice concerning
the elderly.
We finally sat down and the interview
continued with our fellow passengers
as an impromptu audience. I was half
expecting a round of applause for both
Steve’s interview and my struggle.
On a serious note, this particular news
item went to press on 30th September
2020 and it was regarding the dreadful
practise at the beginning of the pandemic,
of discharging elderly people from hospitals into care homes without testing for
Coronavirus. There was no adequate PPE
and no testing. It was the cause of many
unnecessary deaths.
Maxine Bonner

TOP TIP!

From Neville Bonner
I found a great web-site for designer
clothes that are slightly seconds but with
massive savings.
I bought a coat that should have been
£100 reduced to £10. It’s near enough
perfect. The only thing I can see wrong
with it is, that one sleeve is very slightly
longer than the other two!

TIPNER & STAMSHAW
MATTERS
In 2012 The City Council gave permission
for developers to build houses on land,
near the Park and Ride facility, at Tipner
East. In 2014 The Park & Ride facility
was opened on land at Tipner East, partly
funded by the Department of Transport
and partly by PCC. No homes had been
built.
In 2018 a temporary road was opened
across the Tipner East site, running parallel
with the M275, to assist developers in
their approved plans to build houses and
the government had provided funds to
assist in development of the land – to
date no houses have been built. Curiously,
now that plans have been submitted for
the P&R facility to be expanded, with
additional facilities, to attract more
drivers to park, the ‘home builders’ have
raised objections to this project.
Thank you to our local paper, The News,
for publishing 4 letters urging PCC to
reinstate the bus shelter at the junction
of Stamshaw Road and London Avenue.
Reinstatement of the shelter for people
waiting for a bus was pencilled in for
January 2020. We are still waiting.
Doreen Fay

9/10/20 - Something to cheer about. The
bus shelter being reinstated at the junction
of Stamshaw Road and London Avenue.
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A day in the life of Mr
and Mrs Smith and a
Home Care Package
Mr Smith is very old and frail, he lives
with his wife. Mr Smith has a Home Care
Package.
The package contains 4 calling in times –
Morning, anytime between 7am-11am.
Midday, which could be anytime between
noon and 2pm, teatime 5pm ish (if you
are lucky).
Evening visits anytime up to 8.30pm when
Mr Smith is expected to go to bed.
On a typical day Mrs Smith gets up at
6.45am to be ready for the carers who
might arrive at 7am. While waiting for the
visit, Mr Smith needs to get to the toilet
so, as there is no sign of the expected
carer, Mrs Smith struggles to get him up
and to the loo where she has to remove
his night pads. Then, as there is still no
sign of a carer, Mrs Smith washes her
husband and gets him dressed including
with his incontinence pads.
The carer arrives at 10.45am. There is
nothing for the carer to do as Mrs Smith
has done everything, including making
breakfast, and if she hadn’t her husband
would have been lying in bed, unable to
get up for the loo or even get a drink.
If a carer had arrived at 7am and the
midday carer had not arrived until 2pm
(feasible see para1) then a person needing
help could have been waiting for 5-6
hours between visits.
Thirty minutes after the carer has left Mr
Smith needs to empty his bowels. The
choice for his wife is to struggle to get
him to the loo or to leave him in his soiled
clothes until the next carer visit, which
might not be 3 hours. After sorting out
her husband’s needs there is shopping to
do and prescriptions to collect, so that is
Mrs Smith’s next job. She is back before
the lunchtime carer arrives. There is
nothing for the carer to do because Mrs
Smith has it all sorted.
Mrs Smith has changed the bed sheets
for her husband and puts all the soiled
garments and sheets in the machine to
wash and, later, on the line to dry. Her
next job is to make the evening meal.
They are just settling down to watch TV
when the evening carer arrives. The carer

I Give Thanks For the
Little Things
A poem written during lockdown: pictures
in my mind’s eye, of things I have enjoyed
when free.

washes Mr Smith, sorts out his night pads
and puts him to bed. The time is 8.30pm,
he had not wanted to go to bed, not
wanting to sleep and aware that his wife
would be sitting alone, with no one to talk
to. Then before his wife can go to bed at
about 10.30 she has to help her husband
who had needed the loo and now needs
his night pads changed.
Mrs Smith comes to realise that it is a
waste of time for the night carer to call
and cancels the evening visit. This means
that they can then stay up as long as they
like to watch TV or have friends round.
We should value all the Mrs Smiths in
this country for, although she is nearly 77
years old she can just about manage. If
he lived alone Mr Smith could potentially
be left from 8.30pm at night until 11am
next morning lying in urine soaked pads
and without a drink. She also deals with
all the drugs he has to take at various
times in the day. They live on a pension
but Mr Smith is charged £700 a month for
something that his wife is doing for most
of the time.
Mrs Smith gets very tired.
Many elderly people, needing care,
live alone and this scenario is what is
happening to them in the UK at the
moment – It is not care it is neglect.
This is not a criticism of the carers, it is the
organisations running the care packages
who bear the responsibility for how the
service is run. The long spaces in the
timing schedules leave vulnerable people
alone for many hours. If a dog was left
in a kennel overnight with no water there
would be an outcry. The only way care
packages can work for those in need is
for visit times to be set, and kept to, and
for a more reasonable time to be set for
bedtime (this might need a bigger team
of workers).
The average pensioner will have paid
thousands in taxes over a lifetime, yet
is still being asked to pay for failing care
packages leading to neglect.
Name supplied

I give thanks to God, in whom I do not
believe, for the little things.
The blackbird on the roof of the house
next door,
Who daily, in his fragile beauty sings;
The scent of fallen leaves on a woodland
floor,
The ribble of water running over waterwetted stones,
Through hidden wadis in the woods
Home to mounds of moss,
And mushroom fairy rings.
I give thanks for all these little things.
I give thanks to God, in whom I do not
believe, for the little things.
For willows weeping at the river’s edge
Where dragons lurk, Spring’s day-Damsels
on gossamer wings,
Trout, fly fishing, a maelstrom, then silent
splash,
Kingfisher flash and sudden shift of water
rat,
I give thanks for all these little things.
I give thanks to God for the little things.
For Summer pastures wide and flat:
cowslip, day’s eye and cat’s ear
Morning mists: dew-dropped spiderwebs
glistening in the early sun.
The sudden lift of leaves, butterflies
drifting in the breeze
Bees – growling in the flowers – panniers,
yellow pollen laden
And crickets strumming in the grass.
Summer’s sound track.
I give thanks for all these little things.
Sue Petrie
wadi - Arabic rocky watercourse, dry
except after rain
day’s eye – Daisy,
cat’s ear – Dandelion (French dents de
lion – lion’s teeth, also known as piss-a-bed
because of its diurectic properties).
Cowslip - Old English for cow dung as the
plant was often found growing amongst the
manure in cow pastures
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A Trip to Southern Ireland in 1969

How beautiful the lanes were in summertime in the Ring of Kerry, deep red with
flowering wild fuscia, the smell of wet grass after rain in the Vale of Tralee and the veil of
mist over Macgillycuddy’s Reeks.
We reached Killorglin in time for Puck’s Fair, Ireland’s oldest pagan festival. A wild male
goat, with huge horns, is captured from the Reeks and crowned, put into a rickety, tall
tower, worshipped by the drunken mob and then released back into the hills at the end of
the three-day festival.
The pubs stay open day and night, people get drunk and get taken advantage of, as
was I, nearly. A woman came up to me pointing to a filthy bundle in her arms. She
wanted money for her child. She wasn’t quick enough to stop me pulling back the soiled
swaddling. A grubby plastic doll! She swore loudly and long spitting out a pagan gypsy
curse, to be sure. To be sure my friend bought me a bunch of lucky heather.
We left, and being lost, asked a man on the roadway how to get to who knows where.
I’ve forgotten.
“Ah!” says my friend, “you don’t want to be startin’ from here. Go to the crossroads”
vaguely pointing into the distance, “and turn left.”
We arrived, by chance, in Caherciveen and went to the pub where we got a very frosty
greeting,
“Brits” they hissed. How green we were.
The man sat next to me was very chatty, his red beard frothy from the cream of the stout
that’s ‘Good For You’.
“How many children do you have?” My daft question in search of nothing better.
“Ten” says he. “Not counting the twins.”
How many sets of twins? I didn’t ask!
“Where were you born?” We’d got into a theme. When I told him he said “You should
visit Achill Island. My friend Diarmaid was born in Mauritius. You’ll know him.”
The grass was green in the Vale of Tralee and so was I but what a joy. What memories.
Sue Petrie

Puck Fair, Killorglin

Puck – The lord of mis-rule.
In medieval English folklore Puck was
a malicious fairy or demon. In Elizabethan
lore he was also called Robin Goodfellow,
or Hobgoblin. In a Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Puck is shape shifter who boasts of
his pranks, misleading travellers at night,
spoiling milk, frightening young girls, and
tripping venerable old dames. The Irish pooka,
or púca, is a similar household spirit.

The lanes of the south-west of Ireland
are covered with fuchsia: it’s like driving
through tunnels filled with red smoke, as
the hedges and the roads are coloured with
the dark red flowers. It’s not a native plant
but is the result of planted hedges which
have escaped making a crimson pathway
through the Ring of Kerry. The flowers are
bell-shaped and have four petals
surrounded by four pointed red sepals,
rather like a Dior model with an A-line
crimson skirt, purple petticoat and long legs
with tiny yellow shoes at the end.

It’s a Mad, Mad World
Can you cry underwater?
Do fish ever get thirsty?
Why don’t birds fall out of
trees when they’re asleep?
Why is a building called a
building when it’s already
built?
If money doesn’t grow on
trees, why do banks have
branches?
Why doesn’t glue stick to its
bottle?
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The NPC is backing
GMB’s campaign - Save
Our Cash Lifeline.
Older, vulnerable people are in difficulty
trying to pay for goods in cash.
Government needs to make a
commitment to keeping banks, ATM’s in
communities and cash, as a choice, for
those who need it.
Government needs to act now to save
jobs
We are sleepwalking into a cashless
society which will cost thousands of jobs,
with banks closing branches and ATMs at
an alarming rate, but will also affect the
lives of those who rely on cash.
The Covid crisis, and the use of card
payments rather than cash, has meant
elderly and vulnerable people have been
left with no way to pay for essential
products and services.
GMB members make up much of the
workforce in the cash industry including
those in cash in transit that ensure
the country’s ATMs, our retailers and
businesses have cash in their systems.
Workers are facing redundancies with over
1000 job losses announced in G4S and
300 in Loomis. Losing the workforce in
these numbers means less people working
to maintain local ATM or retailers’ tills.

A cashless society
JUSTIN PRITCHARD – thebalance.com
Updated June 10, 2020
A cashless society might sound like
something out of science fiction, but it’s
on its way. Powerful forces are behind the
move to a cash-free world, including some
governments and large financial services
companies.
No society has gone totally cash-free,
yet. Logistical challenges and social issues
need to be addressed before society can
give up on cash entirely. The benefits and
disadvantages give an idea of the myriad
effects going cashless can have on money
and banking.

Benefits
Those with the technological ability to
take advantage of a cashless society like
it’s convenience. As long as you have your
card or phone, you have instantaneous
access to all your cash holdings.
Convenience isn’t the only benefit.
• Lower crime rates because there’s no
tangible money to steal
• Less money laundering because
there’s a digital paper trail
• Less time and costs associated
with producing, handling, storing, and
depositing paper money
• Easier currency exchange while
traveling internationally
Disadvantages
• Exposes your personal information to
a possible data breach
• If hackers drain your bank account,
or you experience technical issues, you’ll
have no alternative source of money
• Those without bank accounts
struggle to keep up with evolving cashless
technology
• Some may find it harder to control
spending when they don’t see physical
cash leaving their hands.
Lower Crime Rates
Carrying cash makes you an easy target
for criminals. Once the money is taken
from your wallet and put into a criminal’s
wallet, it’s difficult to track that cash or
prove that it’s yours.
Automatic Paper Trails
Illegal transactions, such as illegal
gambling or drug operations, typically
use cash as there isn’t a record of the
transaction and the money is easier to
launder. Money laundering becomes much
harder if the source of funds is always
clearly identifiable. It is harder to hide
income and evade taxes when there’s a
record of every payment you receive
Cash Management Costs Money
Going cashless isn’t just convenient.
It costs money to print bills and coins.
Businesses need to store the money, get
more when they run out, and deposit
cash when they have too much on hand.
Going cashless will mean spending less
time and resources moving money around
and protecting large sums of cash.
International Payments Become Much
Easier
When you travel, you may need to
exchange your pounds for local currency.

If you’re traveling to a country that
accepts cashless transactions, you don’t
need to worry about exchange rates or
how much of the local currency you’ll
need to withdraw. Instead, your mobile
device handles everything for you.

Disadvantages of a
Cash-Free World
Digital Transactions Sacrifice Privacy
Electronic payments aren’t as private
as cash payments. You might trust the
organizations that handle your data, and
you might have nothing to hide. However,
the more information you have online, the
more likely it is to wind up in malicious
hands. Cash allows you to spend money
and receive funds anonymously.
Cashless Transactions Are Exposed to
Hacking Risks
Hackers are the bank robbers and muggers
of the electronic world. In a cashless
society, you’re more exposed to hackers.
If you are targeted, and somebody drains
your account, you may not have any
alternative ways to spend money. Even
if you are protected under the law, it
will still be inconvenient to restore your
financial standing after a breach.
Technology Problems Could Impact
Your Access to Funds
Glitches, outages, and innocent mistakes
can also cause problems, leaving you
without the ability to buy things when you
need to. Merchants have no way to accept
payments when systems malfunction.
Even something as simple as a dead phone
battery could leave you “penniless.”
Economic Inequality Could Become
Exacerbated
The poor and unbanked will have a harder
time in a cashless society. If smartphone
purchases become the standard way to
transact, for example, those who can’t
afford smartphones will be left behind.
The U.K. is experimenting with contactless
ways to donate to charities and homeless
individuals, but these efforts may not be
developed enough yet to substitute cash
donations.4
Payment Providers Could Charge Fees
If society is forced to choose from just
a few payment methods, or if one app
becomes the standard payment app, the
companies who develop these services may
not offer them for free. Payment processors
may cash in on the high volumes by
imposing fees, eliminating the savings
that should come from less cash handling.
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The Temptation to Overspend May
Increase
When you spend with cash, you recognize
the financial impact by physically taking
the cash out of your pocket and giving it
to someone. With electronic payments
it’s easy to swipe, tap, or click without
noticing how much you spend. Consumers
may have to rethink the ways they
manage their spending.
Negative Interest Rates Could Be
Passed Onto Customers
When all money is electronic, negative
interest rates could have a more direct
effect on consumers. Countries like
Denmark, Japan, and Switzerland have
already experimented with negative
interest rates. According to the
International Monetary Fund, negative
interest rates reduce bank profitability,
and banks could be tempted to hike fees
on customers to make up that deficit.
In 2020, banks are limited in their ability
to pass on those costs because customers
can simply withdraw their cash from the
bank if they don’t like the fees. In the
future, if customers can’t withdraw cash
from the bank, they may have to accept
any additional fees.
What Does a Cashless Society Look
Like?
Credit and debit cards are among the
most popular cash alternatives. Cards
alone may not be enough to support a
100% cashless society. Mobile devices
may instead become a primary tool for
payments.
Electronic payment apps, like Zelle,
PayPal, and Venmo, are helpful for personto-person payments (P2P payments). In
addition, bill-splitting apps allow friends
to split their bills easily and in a fair
manner.
Mobile payment services and mobile
wallets like Apple Pay provide
secure, cash-free payments. Many nations
that use cash sparingly have already seen
mobile devices become a common tool
for payments.
Cryptocurrencies are already used for
money transfers, and they introduce
competition and innovation that may help
keep costs low. However, there are risks
and regulatory hurdles that make them
impractical for most consumers, so they
might not be ready for widespread use.
Examples of Cashless Societies
Several nations are already making moves
to eliminate cash, with the push coming
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from both consumers and government
bodies. Sweden and India are two notable
examples, with two different outcomes.
In Sweden it’s not uncommon to see
signs that say “No Cash Accepted”.
According to the European Payments
Council, cash transactions accounted
for just 1% of Sweden’s GDP in 2019,
and cash withdrawals have been steadily
declining by about 10% a year. Consumers
are mostly happy with this situation,
but those who struggle to keep up with
technological developments continue to
rely on cash.

NATIONAL PENSIONERS
CONVENTION

The campaigning
organisation for older
people in the UK
The UK’s largest campaigning organisation
for older people, with 1.5 million
members, has asked to meet Mr Davie
and discuss ‘alternative ways of funding
the BBC in the future that do not further
exclude the most vulnerable.’
The NPC is calling on new BBC Director
General Tim Davie to review the
corporation’s decision to means-test and
pursue over 75’s for non-payment of their
TV licence fees.
The NPC says the BBC’s decision to axe
free TV licences for all over 75’s, in a
bid to save money, is not only hugely
‘unfair’ on the country’s poorest and
most vulnerable, it is a staggeringly false
economy.
The NPC has been campaigning to
stop the withdrawal of the universal
entitlement which was previously
the responsibility of the Government.
Members mounted nationwide protests
in the days before the free licence was
finally axed on 1st August 2020 and are
continuing to campaign for its retention.
In a letter to Mr Davie, General Secretary
Jan Shortt re-states that while the free
licence should still be the Government’s
responsibility, the BBC has made ‘no
genuine attempt’ in the past five years to
find a solution to an issue that will further
isolate millions of over 75’s.
She agrees with the Office for Budget
Responsibility’s recent analysis that the

BBC’s measures ‘may well raise welfare
spending by more than it reduces BBC
spending’ as it plunges even more older
people into poverty.
“The free TV licence is an element of a
wider package of universal entitlements
to supplement the poorest state pension
in the economically developed world.
Social welfare is the sole responsibility
of government, not an unelected
Broadcasting Corporation. Our campaign
has focussed on getting the government
to take back that responsibility and the
accountability that goes with it.
“The NPC understands the economic
situation caused by COVID-19, and with
that the greater reliance placed on access
to TV and radio by older people to receive
updated news, guidance and programmes
that help us. However, there are now 1.9
million pensioners living in poverty in the
UK (Age UK). It is expected that a further
50,000 pensioners who are just above the
pension credit threshold will be pushed
into poverty with no access to assistance.
“The BBC has had in effect five years to
look at its economic situation and how
that would impact on providing free TV
licences for over 75s. In those five years,
our members have seen no genuine
attempt to take on board the opinions
of viewers in respect to highly paid
presenters, the programme schedules
and other areas that were identified to be
looked at.
“It’s only answer has been to meanstest the TV licence fee for over 75s – an
archaic, costly, unfair way of judging
who should have access to a particular
service. Certainly in the 21st Century and
in a still wealthy country like the UK, it is
unacceptable. “
The NPC was pleased to note in Mr.
Davie’s first statement as Director General
of the BBC that he does not intend to
increase the use of subscription only
services. These would inevitably serve
to exclude the majority of older people.
However, it was concerning to see that in
his plans for equality and diversity, he has
omitted one characteristic - age - which is
unacceptable. We hope this is an oversight
that he will correct very soon
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Here’s a good yarn — knitted bus brings cheer to care homes!

T
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Marchmont
St, London
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Tel: 0207837-6622
Email: info@npcuk.org
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npcuk.org
Facebook:
@NPCUK
Twitter:
@NPCUK
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he People’s Friend Bus has been taking a colourful message of support and fun to older people across the country. The UK’s longest running women’s magazine partnered
with friendship charity, Re-engage, and bus and coach operator, Stagecoach, to tour the 40 foot ‘yarnbus around
care homes and elderly communities. They want to show our
oldest and most vulnerable they haven’t been forgotten about
during the pandemic. Urban knitter and crochetier Emma
Leith is behind the design with its crocheted faces, pom
poms, and rows of bright bunting submitted by the public. The
bus has been delivering magazines and knitting to care
homes, as well as collecting funds for Re-engage’s new telephone befriending service ‘Call Companions’ launched in
response to Covid-19 to offer free, friendly, and regular calls
to help isolate people remain connected to the outside world.
If you would like to find out how you can contact Call Companions, just ring 0800 716543 (calls are free).

Calls grows for National Care Service as NPC webinar
learns how neglected sector was devastated by Covid

L

eading health and care experts told
how the Covid-19 pandemic has
‘accelerated’ the multiple problems facing
the UK’s ailing care system at a special
NPC webinar summit for International
Older People’s Day.
The NPC event on 1st October 2020
brought them together to discuss the NPC
report, ‘Goodbye Cinderella: Time for A
New Settlement for Care Services’ which
calls for a fully funded, and free at the
point of need National Care Service.

Many expressed concerns that the government’s promised reform of the care sector is
now on the back burner until next year,
despite fresh demands on the system from
the new spike in Covid-19—a delay the NPC
fears could lead to even more people losing
their lives this
winter. In a full
and frank debate, which was
streamed live on
YouTube,
the
main
webinar
panel of NPC
General Secretary Jan Shortt, Professor
David Oliver (above), Visiting Fellow at the
King’s Fund and NHS consultant in Geriatrics
and Acute General Medicine, and Dr Jean
Hardiman-Smith, Chair of the NPC Health
and Social Care Committee, led an impassioned discussion of the issues facing the
care sector. Professor Oliver, a working physician on the frontline of the fight against
Covid, who wrote the Introduction to the NPC
report, Goodbye Cinderella, summed up the

The distinguished speakers at this first NPC
webinar summit included: Nadra Ahmed
OBE, Chair, National Care Association; Dr
Crystal Oldman CBE, Chief Executive,
Queen’s Nursing Institute; Sharon Hodgson
MP, Shadow Minister for Veterans (below
right); Professor Dame June Clark, Professor
Emeritus of Community Nursing, Swansea
University & Board Member RCN Wales; Mary
Robertson,
Senior
Policy
Officer,
TUC;
Councillor Karen
Kilgour,
Cabinet Member for Adult
Services, Newcastle
City
Council; and Dr Arun Baksi, Emeritus Consultant Physician, St Mary's Hospital, Isle of
Speakers
Wight. Paying tribute to all of those taking
He added: “Social care is in fact a Cinderella party, Jan Shortt said: “I would sincerely like
service – and (the neglect) goes well beyond to thank them for their excellent contribucare homes, which have been the biggest tions in laying bare the problems facing the
care sector at a time of pandemic and with a
focus of media coverage recently.”
The webinar discussed the he damage being growing and aging population. We invited the
done to NHS by privatisation through stealth, government’s health ministers – including
and the lack of public awareness of the
Matt Hancock to attend – but only Helen
neglect of the care sector. Delegates also
Whatley, the Care Minister sent her apoloheard about the differences in test and trace gies after the event.” Following the success
between England and Wales from Professor
of the NPC’s first webinar the NPC now plans
Dame June Clark of RCN Wales , where the
to hold further online events. Details of these
devolved government seemed to have more
will be announced soon.
success with the programme.
ore information on the NPC Care Crisis
Webinar speakers also called for more honSummit for Older People’s Day—plus a
esty from the government across the board
link to the full video of the event—can be found
on the state of the care sector, with more
on the NPC website. Transcripts from the
and consistent funding and support for care speeches will be added shortly. ww.npcuk.org
homes and their local authorities.

views of many speakers on the impact of
years of neglect suffered by the system.
He said: “The coronavirus pandemic has
definitely accelerated some of the structural
problems (in the care service), but it has also
brought social care into sharp relief. It has
tended to be out of sight out of mind, unless
you find yourself having to use the service.
So while most of the public have a decent
understanding of what their GP does, it’s
often a surprise to them to discover what
social care does. And their shock often
comes at times of great stress, when they
are navigating the complexity and disjointedness between health and social care, and
the fact that it is means tested and the fact
that it is eligibility based and rationed, as
opposed to free at point (of delivery) and
based on need.

National Pensioners Convention Campaigns

M

Despite restrictions on our movements the NPC has continued campaigning on behalf of all pensioners. The Save our Cash Lifeline is an
example of the important campaigns they support.
On 21st September, NPC issued a notice that they are backing the GMB petition to Save Our Cash.
Many of us are already in difficulty trying to pay for goods in cash. NPC argue that it will only get worse unless the government makes a
commitment to keeping banks, and ATM’s in our communities and that cash remains a choice for those who need it.
If you want to sign the petition this is the web address, https://www.gmb.org.uk/campaign/save-our-cash-lifeline
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COUNTING SHEEP TO
GET TO SLEEP?

There are many ways to help yourself get
to sleep. Some people I know drink a glass
of whiskey or mug of Horlicks before bed.
Others cuddle up to a hot water bottle
or a person. Counting sheep is said to be
a way of hastening the onset of slumber.
An alternative method is to take yourself
mentally on a journey that is well known
to you (and you may be snoring before
you reach your destination). Try it out
on the A 3 – the sailors’ highway, from
Pompey to London.
But I have devised an alternative
geographical exercise which have adopted
in recent months with some success. It all
started when Jenny and I enjoyed a short
and legitimate break in the Lake District
this summer. Thankfully the weather was
OK and we enjoyed a few days walking in
this land of Wordsworth and Wainright.
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And no, we did NOT make an earlier
secret Spring lockdown breaking journey
to Durham (where we first met)!
So now, rather than tossing and turning,
listening to the BBC World Service, or
getting up for a cup of tea in the wee
small hours, I make an imaginary tour of
the sixteen Cumbrian lakes which radiate
out from the centre of this national park.
Of course, asking how many lakes there
are in the Lake District is a favourite
trick pub quiz question. While there is
Lake Windermere and Bassenthwaite
Lake, there are also meres (Grasmere),
and many waters e.g Ullswater and
Haweswater. Other useful/useless
information about this scenic corner of
England includes that there are also no
less than 463 named tarns to be found;
Scafell Pike is the highest mountain in
England at 3,220 feet; half a million sheep
– mostly tough Herdwicks - roam its fells;
you can stay in one of 31 youth hostels;

no less than 20 million people live within
3 hours drive away, and the national park
is visited by 16 million visitors annually.
Finally, by 2033 some 38% of the
population of the Lake District will be over
60 years of age. There are many retirees
there including (Lord) Frank Judd who
used to be the much- respected MP for
Portsmouth North. He and his wife Chris
live in the hamlet of Thackthwaite, from
where he does his parliamentary zooming
from his garage study.
But never mind these technical local
statistics. My proven key to falling off to
sleep is to mentally go round the lakes in a
clockwise direction. Sometimes I miss one
or two out, but the exercise is both taxing
yet relaxing. I also try to visualize each one
of them. This feat of memory seems to
wear out my ageing brain and eventually
sends me off into the land of nod!
So next time, for whatever reason, you
are suffering from insomnia, why not try
this or a similar mental map exercise. I
look forward to hearing from readers of
‘Pompey Pensioner’ what works for them.
Alan Burnett
How to test yourself for Coronavirus!
Step 1: Pour a glass of wine and try to
smell it.
Step 2: If you can smell it, drink some
and see if you can taste it..
Step 3: If you can smell and taste it,
you can confirm that you don’t have
Coronavirus.
Last night I did the test 9 times, and all
were negative, thank God.
tonight I’m going to take the test again
because I woke up this morning with
a headache and feel like I’m coming
down with something.
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THE LAW IN LOCKDOWN
By Faye Evans TEP,
Partner at Churchers Solicitors LLP
It’s been an eventful few months for us
all. Whilst the world has been on hold,
Solicitors have had to find novel ways
to meet their clients’ needs. Now, more
than ever, people ask:
“What will happen if I die without having
made or updated my Will?”
“Who can deal with my affairs if I cannot
get out to the bank or if I become gravely
ill?”
At Churchers we have risen to recent
challenges by offering services in creative
and flexible ways. I have witnessed a
Will on my front path, with my husband
witnessing through the window (still
wearing his pyjamas). I have met
with clients in car parks, gardens and
in the street. We have had drive-by
meetings, online meetings and telephone
appointments. Our clients have been
wonderful and responded with patience
and understanding while we adjusted to
working from home (often with a gaggle
of children in the background).
Restrictions at nursing homes and
hospitals presented even more problems.
The nursing home staff have been
amazing, facilitating socially-distanced
meetings to enable patients to access
legal services. Sadly it was not possible
for us to meet with some of our clients,
who were already hospitalised, as the
risk to both sides was too great. Another
reminder of the importance of ensuring
that documents, such as Wills and Lasting
Powers of Attorney, are put in place well
before they are needed.
You may have heard about the recent
changes in law, which come into effect in
September 2020 (backdated to January
2020), allowing virtual witnessing of
Wills. As yet I have not had to resort to
virtual witnessing of Wills and I would
advise against it unless there is no other
alternative. The rules on witnessing
remain very strict. You should not
undertake virtual witnessing without
legal advice as the chances of getting it
wrong are high. Within the profession,
we are anticipating an increase in claims
against the validity of Wills, due to the
changes in process and people’s lack of
understanding of them.

Other areas of the legal industry have
also been greatly impacted. Families
being forced to spend so much ‘quality’
time with one another has increased
demand for those working in divorce and
mediation services. We have seen full
criminal trials taking place over Zoom
and a huge backlog of cases stacking up.
This has prompted the opening of socalled “Nightingale Courts” to deal with
less serious cases and alleviate pressure
on the crown courts. The civil courts
have not fared much better, with long
delays being experienced. On the positive
side, the delays suffered by the courts
have resulted in more clients seeking
Alternative Dispute Resolution; something
which successive governments have been
promoting for longer than I have been in
practice and which can offer cost-effective
and flexible solutions to disputes.
Much has been said about the housing
market during and following lockdown.

Whilst we, along with our colleagues
in other firms, saw a marked decrease
in residential sales during lockdown,
many people did still manage to move
(safely and within the regulations). Since
lockdown was lifted we have seen an
encouraging increase in enquiries. This
is no doubt boosted by the changes in
Stamp Duty Land Tax, which has made
moving more affordable for many.
Likewise, a weariness with the same four
walls, coupled with an ability to work
from home, has made people re-evaluate
their living situations.
No doubt we are in for more upheaval
and uncertainty over the next few
weeks. Whatever we are faced with,
my colleagues and I at Churchers will
continue to provide the very best service
we can to all our Clients and take this
opportunity to wish you all health and
happiness in these trying times.
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Homeworking
Homeworking has become common for
almost half of British workers, according
to official figures.
Ministers are increasingly nervous about
the outlook for the economy. The Office
for National Statistics said 49% of workers reported working from home at some
point in the seven days to 14 June, up
from 41% the previous week.
As companies look to bring staff back
from furlough, the figures show how
employers have proved unwilling to open
their workplaces and preferred to keep
staff at home.
The latest figures show that the wages of
9.1 million temporarily laid off workers
are being subsidised by a government furlough scheme – up from 8.9 million workers a week ago – by 1.1 million employers
at a cost of £20.8bn to the Treasury.
The ONS’s business impact of coronavirus
survey found that 5% of the workforce
had returned from furlough leave between
18 May and 14 June.
The Guardian June 16th 2020
********************
Overview of the latest statistics
The amount of money saved by working
from home
60% of the UK’s population now works
from home and 9 in 10 (89%) reducing their expenditure by not having to
commute and buy lunch every day, the
average employed worker said they save
£44.78 a week.
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The 23.9 million working from home are
saving around £1.1 billion each week.
26% plan to continue to work from
home permanently or occasionally after
lockdown.
Before lockdown more than 1.54 million people worked from home for their
main job, up from 884,000 10 years ago.
Around two-thirds of employees say
they’re more productive when working
from home.
However as people work from home
for an extended period of time, one in
five remote workers said they struggle
with loneliness.
It is estimated that the retail industry will
lose £253 million as a result of COVID-19,
with in-store employees unable to work
from home
Benefits of working from home
Increased productivity
Employees appreciate a company that allows them to work from home. Research
has suggested that this could also boost
productivity for the employer.
65% of workers said they would be more
productive in a home office.
75% of workers say they will be more
productive due to reduced distractions.
83% of employees feel they do not need
an office to be productive.
Two-thirds of employers report increased
productivity for remote workers compared
to in-office workers.
www.finder.com
Chris Lilly 28/9/2020

Not Everything Has
Been Negative
During Lockdown
Online sales of food have been a catalyst
for change
People have discovered new services and
ways of socially distanced shopping.
Because people have not been able to
see much loved family and friends sales
of floral gifts rose by 166% between 23rd
March and 6th July as compared to the
same time last year.
The pandemic has made people
significantly change how they do their
grocery shopping with more than three
quarters regularly opting to click a mouse
rather than push a trolley and 77% of
people now do at least some of their
grocery shopping via the internet – up
from 61% from last year.
With more people working from home
searches for “lunch ideas” have jumped by
172% on Waitrose.com
Rose sales were up 25% and searches for
cans of chopped tomatoes were up 413%
The online boom is most notable among
over 55s where the number of people
shopping this way at least once a week
has nearly trebled from 8% to 23%.
22% of shoppers were thinking more
about animal welfare and British meat
with searches up 289% and 889% for
native bred chicken and beef respectively.
27% of online customers look for the
Fairtrade logo and 44% look for products
with less packaging
Waitrose “Weekend” 27th August 2020
“Because online shopping quickly
becomes habitual these changes are
unlikely to reverse.”
James Bailey Partner and Waitrose
executive director.
The survey How Britain Shops Online:
Food and Drink Edition which surveyed
2,000 people shows that of those using a
computer rather than a basket, one in five
had never considered it before.
Older people are changing their shopping
habits and buying food and clothing online, an understandable change when
people have been told to isolate and with
the confusing information as to how we
can mix and with whom.
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The impact of Lockdown
on mental health.
Age UK 18 May 2020
Three-quarters (6.4 million) of people
aged 70 and over are worried about the
effect that Coronavirus is having on their
life with over two-fifths (2.9 million) saying
their mental health has been affected.
Half of these older people (3.3. million)
reported that access to essential items
like groceries and medication had been
affected. While the Government’s
instructions to stay at home are vital for
protection against the virus, they also
mean that millions of older people are
locked down alone, at an incredibly anxious
time.
Older people experience depression,
loneliness and anxiety like other age
groups but many older people do not
seek help and instead, adopt a ‘stiff upper
lip’ approach. The longer Lockdown
continues, the more these feelings risk
being amplified.
Many older people feel anxious, but not
just for themselves. Over four in five (7.7m)
people aged 70 and over are worried about
the effect that Coronavirus will have on
their family and friends, particularly their
mental health and wellbeing, with over
two-fifths (3.6m) of them believing it will
affect it.
“Lockdown brought sudden changes …
which have naturally affected our feelings
and mood leaving many of us experiencing
feeling low, worried or having problems
sleeping.
“Social distancing can be boring or
frustrating for many older people even
though it is an essential measure for
keeping us safe. We all miss being outside
with other people and seeing friends and
family. Many are missing life events, seeing
and hugging grandchildren, meeting new
additions to families, going to weddings
and gatherings. Even basic things like
getting online to order essential food and
products can present a challenge.
All of these things impact our mental
health. We should all take some simple
steps to safeguard our own and other’s
emotional wellbeing.” Caroline Abrahams,
Age UK
It can be easy to fall into unhealthy
patterns of behaviour which in turn can
make you feel worse.

Steps to help older people to stay
mentally and physically active:
Stay current
There’s a huge amount of information
available online, including misleading or
inaccurate news. General coverage of this
Coronavirus can also seem to focus on the
risks for older people.
The constant stream of information can
feel overwhelming. Set time aside to catch
up with the latest information - perhaps
once or twice a day and avoid constantly
rereading information. Stick to official
sources of information.
Keep to a routine
Maintain a routine to help you feel
better and more in control. If you can’t
do what you normally do, try to create
a new routine that prioritises looking
after yourself. Keep windows open to let
in fresh air, get some natural sunlight if
possible, or get outside into the garden if
you have one.
Don’t bottle it up – reach out
If you feel particularly anxious and
overwhelmed - talk to someone you trust
like a friend or family member. Don’t
ignore those feelings.
Stay connected
It is essential we stay connected and
adapt how we connect with people to find
new ways to stay in touch. A regular chat
with a friend can make a huge difference
to how we feel. Sharing stories and even
having a moan when we need it can work
wonders! Those who are more confident
using technology may choose to keep in
contact with friends or family, using email
or social media or try video call services
like Skype or FaceTime. For a guide
visit www.ageuk.org.uk/informationadvice/work-learning/technologyinternet/video-calling/

Keep moving
Being active – even just a little bit – is
proven to help give you a boost. A quick
walk down the street, (adopting social
distancing), gardening, or moving around
the house are all good pick-me-ups. Being
more active isn’t about working up a
sweat it’s about moving more each day,
in whatever way works, within our own
capabilities.
For those who are less mobile, get up at
least once an hour. If that’s not possible,
moving arms and legs for a few minutes
will help. Set small goals and achievable
targets then build on those goals.
The Age UK website offers simple ways to
keep active during the pandemic: www.
ageuk.org.uk/information-advice/
coronavirus/staying-safe-and-well-athome/home-exercises/
Do something you enjoy every day
Settle in with a favourite book or audio
book, do some cooking, listen to an
afternoon radio play. Try writing or do a
puzzle in the newspaper or online. Make
sure that you have everything you need
to take up or continue hobbies, such as
arts and crafts or wool if you are a keen
knitter. Maybe there is a neighbourly
Book Club dial-in. Do the puzzles at the
back of our magazine!
Eat healthily
Try shopping on the internet or maybe a
neighbour could help collect shopping for
you.
Get plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables,
and remember that frozen and tinned fruit
and vegetables count towards your five-aday. Drink plenty of fluid every day.
Don’t use alcohol, or other drugs to deal
with emotions.
Sue Petrie
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Social Distancing for Seniors!

Looking back at the article I wrote for the spring edition of Pompey Pensioner Magazine, I see that the activities I mentioned in
February included our weekly Coffee Club, monthly Cinema for Seniors, the sea front stroll and our Needlecraft and Natter sessions.
I am pleased to say that, apart from our cinema screenings, all these activities have survived in one form or another.
With the advent of lockdown, we had to find alternative means to keep together – and so Zoom came to the rescue! Prior to the restrictions,
we were averaging 12 seniors to our Coffee Club at Canoe Lake Leisure, and if you can remember back that far, you’ll recall that it was
a very wet and windy spring. Of course not everyone had the technical expertise but we had an average of six people getting together
virtually each Monday afternoon, enough to keep us in touch until we could meet again. I also started a weekly newsletter, to which
many seniors contributed, which was sent out by email to over 40 people and which now goes out fortnightly, giving details of our activities.
In June we ventured out into the open for our socially distancing Coffee Club. Previously we met in the café/bar of the Canoe Lake
Leisure pavilion and the team there very kindly offered us the use of the grass area beside their courts. Numbers have averaged nearly
12 each week, compared with 14 last summer, our first year of meeting. We observe social distancing, sitting in groups of six, having
sanitised our hands on arrival. All our activities have to take place in the open air, of course, so our Needlecraft and Rummikub groups
meet in my garden (no more than six). We also offer a sea front stroll on Tuesday mornings, starting at 10.30 from South Parade Pier
and walking towards the Rose Gardens, and a Saturday Social starting at 10.30 every Saturday from the yellow shelter by The Briny
restaurant and heading to the D-Day Story café.
This summer we have been fortunate with the weather and have had outings to the D-Day Story, to Southsea Model Village and to the
Deep Blue fish and chip takeaway on the sea front. We hope to be out and about well into the autumn – come and join us.
For more information, contact Dinah Walters on dinah.socials@gmail.com or visit our Facebook page, “Socials for Seniors, Southsea”
Dinah Walters, Organiser, Socials for Seniors

Switched On Portsmouth is run by Portsmouth City Council to provide Portsmouth
residents with a number of ways to save energy and money at home.
Eligible residents can receive: Expert energy saving advice through free consultations,
Free first time gas central heating for owner occupiers and those privately renting,
as well as cavity and loft insulation. Free emergency boiler replacements for owner
occupiers where a boiler is broken or condemned.
You might be eligible if you: Are over the age of 60 / Are on a low income / Have a
health condition / Are vulnerable
Visit the Switched On Portsmouth website to find out more, and for useful information
on how to reduce your energy bills. www.switchedonportsmouth.co.uk
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Alzheimer’s / Dementia
Dementia is a disease which affects any age. It physically
attacks the brain, damaging and destroying brain cells. “The
brain of a person with Alzheimer’s weighs up to 140g less
than a healthy person; about the weight of an orange.”
Alzheimer’s Research UK.
Dementia diagnoses are up 7% since 2016 with 22,095 new cases recorded in May a rise from 431,786 to 453,88l.
Dementia is the UKs leading cause of death and with cost to the UK economy of over £26bn annually.
NHS England
There seems to be some confusion between the term dementia and Alzheimer’s disease; even Alzheimer’s Research UK uses both
terms in their literature. Has this affected the research and recording of the disease? Editor
Typical age-related changes

Possible signs of dementia

Sometimes forgetting names or appointments, but
remembering later

Forgetting important dates, repeatedly asking for the same information,
or relying on notes or family members for everyday tasks.

Sometimes forgetting the right word to use in a
conversation

Having trouble following or joining a conversation, difficulty finding
words, or stopping mid- conversation

Forgetting where you parked your car or put your glasses
every now and then.

Putting things in unusual places, losing items or getting lost; especially
in unfamiliar places

Making bad decisions from time to time

Poor judgement or decision making that is out of character and noticed
by others

Becoming irritable now and then. For example when your
routine is disrupted

Changes in mood and personality – becoming confused, suspicious,
depressed, fearful, anxious or aggressive.

Dementia describes symptoms caused by disease, Alzheimer’s is the most
common.
• Alzheimer’s caused by a build-up of proteins in the brain which starts
in the hippocampus – responsible for memory and spatial navigation.
• Early signs include:
• Forgetting recent events, names and faces.
• Repeating yourself and asking the same questions.
• Getting confused about the date and time of day.
• Getting lost, especially in unfamiliar places.
• There are other forms of dementia that affect different parts of the
brain and so can lead to different symptoms.
• Vascular Dementia caused by a reduction in blood flow to the brain
leading to the death of brain cells affecting different parts of the brain.
• Symptoms include
• Personality changes, depression and loss of interest in daily activities
• Difficulty walking and disorientation
• Becoming slow thinking.
• Mixed dementia is where the patient has more than one type of
dementia.
• Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) caused by small clumps of protein
building up in nerve cells in the brain.
• Symptoms include:
• Changes in attention, alertness and confusion
• Parkinsons’s type symptoms such as difficulty walking, stiffness or
trembling.
• Visual hallucinations – especially seeing people or animals that aren’t
there.
• Movements during sleep and vivid dreams.
• Frontotemporal dementia (FTD) caused by the brain shrinking in the
frontal and temporal lobes and a build-up of proteins

Symptoms include:
• Personality changes and lack of empathy
• Lack of personal awareness such as personal
hygiene and grooming
• Lack of social awareness such as making
inappropriate jokes
• Overeating or changes in diet.
Early on-set Alzheimer’s and frontotemporal
dementia can be caused by faulty genes in families
and usually the symptoms start in the early 30’s
40’s and 50’s. This accounts for less than 1% of
dementia cases.
There are a small number of drug and non-drug
treatments which can help people to enjoy a better
quality of life.
Reduce the risk of dementia – lead a healthy,
engaged lifestyle.
Stay active
Avoid smoking
Eat well
Stay sharp
Drink sensibly
Following this advice will reduce chances of
developing dementia and help to maintain your
cognitive reserve.
Exercise your brain – find activities that exercise
different part of your brain
Alzheimersresearchuk.org/explore-the-brain
Sue Petrie
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The Centre for Ageing Better and The
King’s Fund highlight the increased
risk poor-quality housing has on those
identified as being most at risk of
COVID-19, especially in the event of a
winter lockdown.
More needs to be done to fix the poor
state of England’s housing, with existing
housing stock amongst the worst in
Europe. Poor quality and non-decent
homes are a major contributor to health
inequalities.
4.3 million homes in England are defined
by government as ‘non-decent’ putting
the health and wellbeing putting10
million inhabitants at risk. The report
highlights people who have been
identified as most at risk of COVID-19,
including older people, those with preexisting health conditions and Black, Asian
and ethnic minority groups, are more
likely to be living in non-decent homes,
along with those on low incomes.
A common reason for non-decency
is excess damp and cold which has a
significant impact on health – in England,
around one in five excess deaths during
winter are attributed to cold housing.
The financial pressures stemming from
COVID-19 may make it harder for
homeowners to make the changes needed
to their homes, with approximately 2.5
million owner occupied households failing
to meet the standards (17% of all owneroccupied homes). Those living in the
private rented sector are also of concern
as 25% of these households are in a nondecent condition (1.1 million homes).
A winter lockdown could see increased
fuel bills and exacerbate fuel poverty,
with people spending more time in their
homes and struggling to keep poorly
insulated homes warm for longer periods.
Spending extended periods exposed to
cold can exacerbate or induce respiratory
and cardiovascular conditions, in
turn increasing the risk of contracting
COVID-19, and the severity.
The Centre for Ageing Better is calling on
the government to ensure at-risk groups
have the support they need now to make
their homes warmer, free from damp and
mould, and safer by providing trusted
information and advice to signpost them
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towards those who can help or more
direct intervention such as financial
support. Government must also work with
landlords to ensure that rental properties
are safe.
Every £1 spent on improving warmth in
homes occupied by at risk households can
result in £4 of health benefits, while £1
spent on home improvement services to
reduce falls is estimated to lead to savings
of £7.50 to the health and care sector.
Government needs to put housing at
the heart of strategies to build the
population’s health resilience in the wake
of COVID-19. The report underlines
the need for stronger relationships
between housing and health and social
care providers at a local level, warning
that the important role housing plays in
people’s health and wellbeing is too often
overlooked.

DEAR LIFE BY RACHEL
CLARKE PUBLISHED BY
ABACUS, 2020

There can be few books that describe end
of life so positively and tenderly as that
written by Rachel Clarke. Her book is
based on personal experience of working
in hospitals and a hospice and also her
beloved father’s death. Her chapters
are packed full of acts of kindness, love,
compassion and sheer humanity. She
also has some candid things to say about
the shortcomings of some in the medical
profession – notably their lack of ability or
willingness to sometimes put the patient
at the centre of treatment. Her anecdotes
will strike a chord with all of us who have
witnessed the lives of loved ones towards
the end of their lives.

Holly Holder, Senior Evidence Manager at
the Centre for Ageing Better, said:
“Winter is always a worrying time for
people living in poor-quality, cold and
damp homes, particularly for those people
who struggle to afford to heat them.
Spending long periods of time in a cold,
damp and unsafe home is bad for people’s
health and could increase the risk to
contract COVID-19.
“Government urgently needs to reach out
to these at-risk groups to make homes
warmer, free of damp and safer. We
need government to address the crisis in
the quality of housing and recognise the
key role that housing plays in the health
resilience of our communities.”
Clair Thorstensen-Woll, Research
Assistant at The King’s Fund, said:
“We have not all experienced lockdown
equally.
“…poor housing has a detrimental
impact on people’s health. Tackling
the problem will require better
quality housing, improvements to
the neighbourhoods around people’s
homes and greater alignment of the
housing, health and care sectors.”
www.gov.uk/guidance/apply-for-thegreen-homes grant
www.moneysavingexpert.com/utilities/
green-homes.

Striving to reflect the views
and aspirations of the
Portsmouth Pensioners’
Association and the 36,000
seniors of Portsmouth
Covering the issues that
are vital to all Pompey
Pensioners.
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How do you imagine
Portsmouth's future?
The Imagine Portsmouth city vision
project has launched a citywide
consultation to find out what kind of city
residents want Portsmouth to be by 2040.
Over the past year, we've been talking
to hundreds of people from different
communities with different backgrounds
and interests to see what they think is
important for the future of Portsmouth.

The Mystery of Nelson’s Stolen Diamonds.
Get outside, discover history, and solve the mystery! If you love walking, local history, and
problem solving, then this adventure book is the perfect afternoon’s entertainment for you
and your friends! Written by local historian Jack Wells, this activity book leads you through
the historic streets of Old Portsmouth, as you attempt to catch an elusive thief to be found
lurking at the site of a local tavern. The story goes, that, on Horatio Nelson’s last day on dry
land before joining his ship to fight in the Battle of Trafalgar, he stored a valuable diamond
necklace in a chest in one of Portsmouth’s many taverns for safekeeping. That night, the
tavern was broken into and the necklace was stolen.
You must follow the route, eliminate suspects, and return to the scene of the crime to get
to the bottom of this fictional mystery. On your journey you will be challenged with a range
of cryptic clues including word games, maths puzzles, and hidden objects, as you unravel
the mystery and discover the best of Old Portsmouth’s fascinating history.
‘I wanted to improve on the traditional idea of a guided tour, and create something that
was interactive, engaging and fun. In this book I have created an activity that can be done
at any time, with any number of people, and which encourages you to get outside for some
fresh air and exercise while discovering the best stories from our city’s amazing past’.
The Mystery of Nelson’s Stolen Diamonds activity book is available via Jack’s
website www.mysteryguides.co.uk or by calling 07754151932.

The following letter was sent to Pompey Pensioner Magazine via our Membership
Secretary Lavinia –
Dear Lavinia, As a boy I recall being taken on coach excursions, by my parents, from the
Southsea coach rank opposite the Canoe Lake, to magical destinations within a day’s travel
and I can still picture in my mind all those colourful coaches in their well turned out liveries.
Sometimes my Nan, who was blind, would come with us.
I wonder whether any Pompey Pensioners have similar memories?
Barry Twomlow

Now we want to hear from all residents.
We're asking:
What values should shape the city
What we should focus on when it comes
to culture, the economy, education, the
environment, health and wellbeing, and
transport
What makes Portsmouth unique
We'll use the feedback from the survey to
help build a single, shared vision that will
act as a guide for the many organisations,
groups and individuals who have a role
in city life, helping us all work better
together.
We would love to have your support for
this next crucial phase in the development
of Portsmouth's city vision. Please do
take part and encourage your friends and
family to do the same.
Take part in the survey
If you know someone without access to
the internet who would like to take part,
they can call the dedicated survey line on
023 9261 6708.
You can keep in touch with the project on
the Imagine Portsmouth website https://
imagineportsmouth.co.uk and can sign up
for email updates here
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Lockdown has had a
devastating effect on me!
By Cyril Saunders

THE ECONOMICS
OF LOCKDOWN
In reading the various statements
emanating from Government sources, I
am struck by the way millions of pounds
sterling are indicated as being allocated to
this or that resource. The mind boggles as
to where these millions are coming from.
Further the sheer size of these sums makes
it difficult for us to understand the reality
behind the numbers. What, in essence, is
the present economic problem?
Today in the United Kingdom, the needs
of people are many, such as caring for
the elderly, and the means of satisfying
them are indeed limited. New needs have
appeared since January 2020 namely
the health problems due to the arrival of
disease caused by the coronavirus. The
means of dealing with these problems
were clearly inadequate, so resources
had to be found in order to provide more
medical personnel, more equipment, more
medicine and so on. At the same time, to
limit the spread of the virus, various types
of economic activities were closed down
(entertainment, tourism, restaurants,
factories producing consumer goods
etc), resulting in labour unemployment.
It would have been useful if the labour
released could have been transferred to
the medical sector, but obviously this is
not possible: actors, airline personnel,
couriers, waiters and factory workers
cannot be transformed into doctors and
nurses overnight. So while measures are
put into place to increase the supply of
medical staff, it will be some time before
these are trained. Meanwhile the lockdown
has produced an unemployment problem.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer’s way
of dealing with this problem is to provide
finance to help struggling firms to keep
their workforce (so-called furlough) and to
increase the money available to the NHS
to enable it to purchase resources. Whilst
this is obviously welcome, it does raise

the question as to where that money is to
come from. Normally when governments
spend money, they raise it, some from
taxation and some from borrowing.
The new money that the chancellor is
providing is coming from borrowing. But
who is lending? In the main it is the banks
and the big corporations. Ultimately, the
money has to be paid back. Since little
new money is coming in from taxation,
the Bank of England can resort to what
is called “Quantitative Easing” which in
effect is creating new money. However,
if this new money is not matched by the
production of new goods and services,
the result will be an increase in prices,
otherwise known as inflation.
We are thus in a “Catch 22” situation. To
avoid the threat of inflation we need to get
people back to work as soon as possible
to produce goods and services; but to
do so risks prolonging the spread of the
coronavirus or Covid-19.
To my mind it seems inevitable that,
to avoid the risk of further contagion,
measures must be taken to continue
social distancing at work until a cure and
or vaccine are available. As a result, fewer
goods and services will be produced than
prior to the advent of the crisis. We shall
be in a situation in which our standard of
living will decline. For this to be tolerable,
there must be an attempt to share this
decline fairly. In other words, those with
superior buying power, the rich, must not
be allowed to gain an unfair advantage
by buying up resources. In wartime this
was done by rationing. In the present
situation, perhaps the only way to do this
is to increase the taxation of those with
high incomes. This would also have the
advantage of lessening the amount the
government would have to borrow, and as
Richard Wilkinson and Kate Pickett have
shown in their book “The Spirit Level”, it
would help to limit the social problems
endemic in a society with extremes of
wealth and poverty.
Norman Graves

Sometimes, when I have been out with
Rosemarie, we have met someone that
we had not seen for some little while,
and stopped for a chat. When leaving
them, we would comment on things
like, how well they looked, or maybe,
how they had aged.
I see Rosemarie every day, and she
does not age, and she has never
mentioned on how I show signs of ‘the
ravages of time’!
The Government announced the need
for Lockdown, and how we should
look out for the needs of the Elderly.
I was quite prepared to ‘do my bit’,
but was brought ‘down to earth, with
a bump! when pieces of paper, with
names and phone numbers were put
through the letterbox, telling us that
they were willing to go to the shops
for us!
I know that I am a pensioner!
I know that I was born in the first half
of the last century!
I know that I have a free bus pass!
What I did not know is that, it is
obvious to everyone else that
I AM AN OLD FOGEY!
Creaking Cyril!

I got into a taxi and said to the
driver, ‘Robin Hood’s Close’.
He said ‘Don’t worry, I’m sure
that I can lose him at the next
set of traffic lights’
What do you call a snake who
works for the government?
A civil serpent
My Mum’s so daft, she thinks
Fleetwood Mac is a McDonald’s
hamburger.
“I keep randomly shouting out
‘broccoli’ and ‘cauliflower’ - I
think I might have florets.”
Swedish comedian, Olaf
Falafel, crowned with the
“Funniest Joke of The Fringe”
2019
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Each year we remember the 1940
Battle of Britain on the 15th September.
This year marked 80 years since that
pivotal event.

VOICE FROM A WAR
GRAVE
By George Sewell

Please don’t lower your voices
As if you’re in some kind of pain.
I can’t tell you how pleased we all are
To see you come back here again.
There’s no need to stop yourself laughing,
We all of us like a good joke,
We used to laugh quite a lot in those days,
Despite the noise and smoke.
We’re glad you come here to see us,
We like to see friends old and new.
So laugh and talk as much as you like,
We wish we could come to see you.
So, please don’t lower your voices,
We’re aware of the pain that you feel
It is no worse than ours, I can tell you,
And yours is the one that can heal.

We’ll meet again

Back in the early 50s, my best friend
Maureen and I went to tap dancing classes
together. We also attended the same
junior school in East Ham, East London.
Often at playtime we’d put on a dance
show in the playground which in
retrospect, probably surprisingly, attracted
loads of children. They’d sit around us in
a circle and watch until the bell went to
return to lessons.
Maureen used to say that her mum Muriel
used to do shows in the playground of her
school with her best friend too, but they’d
sing as well as dance.
Although I was only young, her mum’s
friend’s name was familiar. Maureen’s
mum Muriel was a little younger than

mine, and knowing the age of Vera when
she recently passed away it would have
tallied with Muriel’s age.
At the time I didn’t think to doubt it
anyway, but having done the maths I feel
sure the story was true.
I have since ‘Googled’ the school that
Vera attended and discovered that it was
Brampton Road Junior near where we lived.
Maxine Bonner

‘A conversation between
me and me’
I have been busy decorating my house and
garden.
I attacked the garden shed. First out came
the old badminton racket and a few balls,
now located in the garage box next to the
grandchildren’s wheelies and new bats and
balls. Then came out the old bucket with
shears hanging over the edge, now a flower
pot. Then one empty drawer in very good
condition I thought too good to throw
away so now it’s a raised bed just the size
of one of my flag stones on the patio. Wow,
room to turn around in the shed.
Now the compost bin (veg waste from the
kitchen). I needed to fill the raised beds.
Bucket full after bucket full, drinks of water
after drinks of water. It was a hot day but
also heavy work. Beds full, I needed seeds.
More new compost and old into trays and
what do I have in the cupboard? So many
unnamed envelopes. Let’s see what comes
up. Still growing and being re-potted. The
peas are in as I type, the others are taking
their time. A surprise awaits me.
The house has never been so clean curtains
down washed and back up. Windows
cleaned from inside, a job not done for
many years!! Now what are these paint
pots? A need to match the colours to the
rooms. Now all labelled. Oh, I remember
now I was going to finish the door painting.
Better get on, this conversation between
me and me has been the story of my
isolation. Still only one month with two
more to go. But me and me are enjoying
ourselves and catching up with the birds.
They are coming much closer and a joy to
listen to when I have my hearing aids in.
Another conversation. How do I get new
hearing aid batteries? I must be able to
hear the birds.
Sandy Blakeborough

SHOP FEVER

apologies to John Masefield)
I must go down to the shops again,
To the empty streets and stores.
And all I ask is a surgical mask,
And a break from household chores.
I must go down to the shops again
Not been since Coronavirus,
As kids, with friends we drank Corona,
And it did not upset any of us.
I must go down to the shops again,
No car, I’ll travel by bus.
I’ll wear a mask, as I’ve been told,
Not wanting to cause a fuss.
I must go down to the shops again,
And then to Fratton Park.
My Wembley ‘Trophy’ tickets are what I
need,
Where are they? I’m in the dark!
I must go down to the shops again,
Boris has said I must.
If we all remain in Lockdown,
Many traders will go bust!
I must go down to the shops again,
And think of happier times.
I’ll sit a while in Guildhall Square,
And hear the Pompey Chimes.
I must go down to the shops again,
I know that may sound funny.
Window shopping is my limit,
I seem to be short of money!
I must go down to the shops again,
I consider it my duty,
To take my wife to the hairdressers,
To enhance her natural beauty!
I must go down to the shops again,
But it will not be today.
I’m classified as ‘Vulnerable’,
So, at home I have to stay!
Cyril Saunders
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Yoga for Stress, Burnout
and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome
by local author and yoga teacher Fiona Agombar

Written in response to the increased stress and related fatigue
that is rising in the Western world covering topics such as
trauma, ME, Overwhelm and stress, Fiona describes how our
conditioned patterns can stop us from finding our energy. She
discusses how energy is viewed from an Eastern perspective and
gives exercises and tips including how to breathe properly and
how to meditate. This book finds unique ways to harness energy
and contains accessible and easy to follow instructions.
www.fionaagombar.co.uk

My Introduction to Sailing
When I was at St Luke’s girls’ school, I had an opportunity to have an
Educational Holiday on HMS Foudroyant which was a ship moored in
Portsmouth harbour. Girls came from London and the South coast
to enjoy this holiday. We lived on board and slept in hammocks
strung from the bulkheads on one of the decks and had all our meals
together. We were taught knots and semaphore and we went dinghy
sailing and rowing in whalers. I remember being involved in an
argument with a couple of girls who were picking on a Chinese girl. I
think I had used some bad language to warn them off, so when I got
back to School I was scolded !!! for my language, mmm.
In the 70s HMS Foudroyant was towed up to Hartlepool, and a
few years ago I visited her in a floating dock, where she had been
restored back to her former glory. She has gone back to her original
name and is now called HMS Trincomalee and is fully restored in a
Heritage dock. She has carbon fibre masts instead of wooden ones
because of the weight on the hull, but she sways in the Dock when
the wind blows through the rigging (Magic ).
The same year I was on “Foudroyant” there was a “Schools’ Sailing
Centre” on the Eastern Road, run by Mike Tremlett. He opened
up the centre in the summer holidays to any children who had any
sailing experience. I had arranged to meet a friend who had done
the course, she didn’t turn up so I had to talk my way in. I was put
into an Enterprise dinghy with 2 lads, and this started my love of
sailing. The boats were owned by Schools in Portsmouth, and in the
winter we would go up and help mend the boats, sand them down
and varnish them, as well as learning to sail and all the benefits
this has given me over the years. I have had many holidays sailing
across the Channel to Brittany and the Channel Islands.
The Sailing Centre was opened for children from all walks of life who
didn’t have the finances to own a boat. I joined Tudor sailing club in
the 1990s. The club is a self-help club and is run by the members.
It was set up for dinghys, sailing cruisers and fishing boats, but
through time we have diversified and we now have kayaks and
stand up paddle boards.
I have always had the philosophy of ‘opening that door’ and
enjoying the adventures.
Felicity McKenna
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Portsmouth Water takes
feedback on board for
reservoir plans
Portsmouth Water has published the views
it heard during its public consultation on
plans for a new reservoir in Hampshire and
outlined how it’s taking them on board.
Havant Thicket Reservoir, near Havant,
would secure future water supplies for the
South East, protect world-famous local
chalk streams and provide a new green
leisure hub, benefitting local people and
wildlife.
Following a public consultation on its
reservoir proposals during May and June,
Portsmouth Water has issued a ‘You said,
we did’ report, setting out a summary of
the feedback it received and how those
opinions have shaped its plans. Planning
applications for the reservoir scheme are
due to be submitted in the coming weeks.
Bob Taylor, Portsmouth Water’s Chief
Executive Officer, said: “Our report
shows the consultation on Havant
Thicket Reservoir was a great success,
with hundreds of people having their say
online, through social media, by post and
phone, and showing strong support for this
important project.
“We’ve looked in detail at what people told
us and have made a number of changes to
our plans as a result.
“For example, we’re now proposing to
create access roads from the north and the
south, which will help minimise the overall
impact of traffic and almost halve the
amount of ancient woodland we’d need to
remove along the northern route.
“We expect to use the northern route
for most of the reservoir construction
vehicles and people travelling from further
afield to the site, with the southern route
mainly used by local communities. We’ve

designed it so both roads end in the site’s
car park and the northern route is single
track, to avoid them being used as a ‘rat
run’ - something people told us they were
particularly concerned about.”
Portsmouth Water’s response also includes
widening the paths for pedestrians, cyclists
and horse-riders around the reservoir site
and making sure the new visitor centre
is designed to help it blend in with the
surrounding area.
Importantly, the company plans to include
additional measures to help prevent
potential anti-social behaviour at the
reservoir - such as special access gates to
stop unlicensed motorcycles.
Mr Taylor continued: “During the
consultation, we heard concerns about the
loss of ancient woodland from the reservoir
being constructed. In our report, we’ve
clearly set out the extensive efforts we’re
planning, that will deliver an overall benefit
for the environment. This includes looking
at 70 sites before selecting the one that
offers the most sustainable source of water
and on-site material to create a reservoir,
in order to meet the growing need in the
water-stressed South East and protect
precious chalk streams.
“We’ve worked closely with environmental
partners to take advantage of this one-off
opportunity, to create a large new wetland
for wildlife, to replant and
improve at least 110 hectares
of woodland and grassland,
nearby to the reservoir and
further afield, and establish
a grant scheme to get other
environmental projects in the
area off the ground.
“As we’ve updated our designs
during the last year, we’ve now
managed to reduce the loss
of ancient woodland in three
areas - by changing the line
of the reservoir embankment,
moving the parking area out of
What Havant Thicket Reservoir would look like from above

Bell’s Copse Wood and reducing the width
of the access road from the north.
“I’d like to thank everyone again for taking
the time to share their invaluable feedback
and express their support, which means we
can be sure the new reservoir meets the
needs of our local communities, as well
as securing the vital water resources our
society needs for the future.”
Thumbs up from under 18s for reservoir
Portsmouth Water has also been carrying
out research with local young people, to
gather their views on the reservoir, a facility
that will be in use for decades to come.
Of the dozens of 11-18 year olds that
took part, 90 per cent supported the
scheme and many felt it would be good for
physical and mental health by providing a
new green space for leisure, exercise and
enjoying time with friends and family.
Portsmouth Water’s ‘You said, we did’
consultation report is available online at
www.portsmouthwater.co.uk/havantthicket-reservoir.
About the reservoir
• Havant Thicket Reservoir is earmarked
for a 160-hectare site (between
Staunton Country Park and Havant
Thicket, in Havant), which is owned by
Portsmouth Water
• At 1.6km (1 mile) from east to west
and 0.8km (half a mile) from north to
south, it will hold approximately 8.7
billion litres of water and will be able to
supply up to 21 million litres of water
each day
• It would be filled in the winter from
surplus water pumped from the prolific
Bedhampton springs in Havant
• The reservoir is included in the local
planning authorities’ local plans
and Portsmouth Water is working in
partnership with neighbouring Staunton
Country Park, Hampshire County
Council and Forestry England as it
develops the plans.
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IT’S BEEN TRICKY
OUT THERE

Portsmouth as a city has so much to offer, and there is a strong community identity in the
City with many supportive neighbourhoods. But there are also pockets of deprivation and a
poverty level higher than the national average; there are issues around unemployment, low
wage levels, housing and education and the combined impact of these can lead to problems
with people’s health and well-being.
Portsmouth council and health services struggle to cope with the demand, but Portsmouth
also has a vibrant voluntary, community and social enterprise sector providing services that
many people are unaware of. So the idea for Hive was born - an organisation that would bring
together the statutory, health and voluntary sectors on equal terms to raise awareness of the
services available and show what amazing work is done in the City by many organisations.
Hive Portsmouth connects people and organisations to share, support and learn from each
other what the needs in the City are and the best way to meet them to build a happier,
healthier and more connected City. The aim being that people in Portsmouth are more aware
of services available and small groups are supported to thrive and grow.
Before Covid-19 came, we were based in the Central Library and open for people to drop in
to access services and groups could deliver their services; one area we wanted to develop was
support for people who had great ideas to help their community and wanted to set up new
groups or social enterprises to add to the 500+ groups in the City. We ran regular network
meetings for the sector, where organisations could share their work and begin to work more
closely together.
When Lockdown came, we were well placed to bring together some key organisations in the
City to deliver an emergency community response - together with Pompey in the Community
we set up food deliveries to people who were shielding; we brought together restaurants like
the Queens Hotel, that were closed but still able to provide meals from their kitchens; we had
food donations from supermarkets and wholesalers, we had children’s activity packs donated
and we were able to set up a community helpline alongside PCC to co-ordinate the service
throughout Portsmouth. Our team of specially recruited volunteers delivered prescriptions,
made welfare calls and packed food parcels. As time went by we set up a library book service
and a gardening service for those still unable to get out.
Like many businesses and organisations, how we work now has changed, many face to face
services are now online; and this has shone a light on the gap between people who can access
this and those who don’t have a computer or broadband - we want to do some work to
address this.
We still support small groups, charities and social enterprises in Portsmouth, but many of
them are facing closure or a massive drop in income - we need to try to help them recover.
Our base in the central library is empty, and although people can call the helpline, we want
to find ways of being able to connect with people again. During lockdown we recruited lots
of volunteers and we now have a number of ‘locality leads’; people who work in areas of the
city, who have their own team of volunteers and who meet the needs in that particular area.
We have been able to serve not just the whole of Portsmouth but be more able to tailor that
service to what people need in their neighbourhood.
We have started new projects: the school uniform ShareStore is so popular, bringing in as
many donations of uniforms as we have given out, so meeting a need for people who struggle
with the expense of uniforms, but also caring about the planet by recycling uniform and not
sending it to landfill.
We think we have learnt lots during the last six months: how amazing the people of
Portsmouth are and how they respond to a crisis; what amazing services we have in the city
and how Hive as an organisation can more effectively bring them together in whatever this
year can bring!
For more information - go to our website: hiveportsmouth.org.uk
Search for Hive Portsmouth on social media
Or call the Hive helpline number on 023 9261 6709

Exercise May 2020
We are out on manoeuvres
Who will we meet – friend or foe?
Wait, someone approaches
Warily we eye each other from lowered
brow
Wondering should we move left, or right?
We hesitate –
Is this war or a country dance?
A decision must be made
We move to the right, they go left
An audible sigh of relief
As we negotiate the move
And in June
Thanks to family and a kind neighbour I did
not have to venture out very often during
the period March to May, but in June I
decided it was time to emerge from my safe
space. My first visit to a large supermarket
was partly to buy fuel for the car and partly
to buy a few goods.
The first error was to try to enter at the
wrong point. The correct entry point and
queue was politely pointed out.
Second error was walking the wrong
way through an aisle, not noticing the
clearly painted floor arrows, because of
concentrating on the few things I needed
to buy. I made my purchases and safely
negotiated the payment section. Walking
away from the store I was aware of
someone calling out, but only when the
calling got more insistent did I turn round
to find a security officer pursuing me.
It would have been undignified to run so I
stopped and asked if I had used the wrong
exit? He explained that the security alarm
had gone off. He wanted to look through
my purchases so I held the bag open for
him, then he wanted to know If I had paid?
I said, yes and indicated the receipt on top
of the purchases. He scanned the receipt
and let me go. (I was reminded of Karen’s
item, ‘Get Your Till Receipt’ in Issue 55 of
PP magazine page 11)I emerged unscathed
from purchasing fuel and scuttled off home.
Doreen Fay.
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THE TELEPHONE
PREFERENCE SERVICE
The telephone Preference Service (TPS)
is a free service set up by the Direct
Marketing Association. It is the official
central register on which you can record
your preference not to receive unsolicited
sales or marketing calls to your landline or
mobile. The service covers the UK.
There are two ways to contact the TPS
either on the website www.tpsonline.org.
uk or you can call 0345 070 0707. The
TPS website details the rules applying if
making a complaint about unsolicited
sales and marketing calls.
On a personal level I have found that it
has been sufficient to point out to an
unsolicited sales or marketing caller that I
have signed the TPS service at which point
the line goes dead.
One of the rules concerning making a
complaint is that you must have the name
of the company you are complaining
about and this can be difficult to discover.
The caller will often avoid answering this
question by trying to divert your attention
to their wares. To overcome this, at the
end of the call dial 1471 where you will
be told the number and also date and
time of call. The TPS should be able to
tally the number with the offending
company. The TPS will also need your
name and telephone number so that the
company can delete your details from
their directory.

The Intrepid Explorer in
the Covid Lockdown

Simon the HMS
Amethyst cat

My lockdown was to move into the house,
in Southsea, that my daughter shares
with her partner to help look after my 14
month old grandson and my daughter
who is 3 months pregnant. The parents
are working from home within the NHS.
(not in the front line).

Further to the poem about Simon in
issue 55 of this magazine here is a bit
more information about why Simon was
awarded the Dickin medal and where it is
now.
On October 7th 2009, The News
reported that ‘Commodore Steve
Kirby, Commanding officer for HMS
Collingwood in Fareham accepted the
cat’s medal at a ceremony there.’
A model of Simon lies beneath his medal
which is part of an exhibition dedicated
to the survivors of the Yangtze Incident.
‘Simon the cat won the award after he
protected the crew’s food supplies by
catching rats when the ship became
overrun with them.’
Commodore Kirby said, ‘The award of the
PDSA Dickin medal recognised Simon’s
unique contribution and we are proud to
have his medal here at HMS Collingwood
in this 60th (2009) anniversary year).’

My day started with taking my Grandson
out for our daily exercise. We are lucky in
Portsmouth and I derived 3 main walks.
My first to Bransbury Park and, as it was
Spring, the tractors were out cutting the
grass and sometimes we had a wave from
the driver, then on down to Southsea
Marina to see the boat hoist and the boats
being manoeuvred into place (no cheeky
waves).
The second walk was to Fratton railway
station to see trains and we were able to
get onto the platform to see across to
the goods yard to see the trains getting
washed and diggers, tipper trucks etc.
working. We got a wave from some of
the drivers. We would then walk down
to Somers Road fire station to see the
engines all lined up and for the fireman to
put on their flashing blue lights. On one
occasion the fire engine drove out with all
the fireman waving to me (us)!!

• Once you have registered, telling the

My third walk was down to the Rock
Gardens to see the fish and the lovely
planting that has been done. On one
occasion we saw some ducklings that had
been hatched the day before. I went back
a couple of days later but they had gone.
I hope that somebody had removed them
to safety, and kept them from the foxes or
seagulls.

• The service only covers the UK and

This time was a very special time in my
life, but fate came in and unfortunately
my daughter had a miscarriage at 3
months.

Points to remember

• It is a free service so if a fee is attached,
don’t touch it

unwanted marketing caller that you
have signed the TPS will usually bring
the call to an end
does not apply to sales/marketing calls
from abroad.
Doreen Fay

So my Lockdown was quite an emotional
rollercoaster.
Name supplied

Muriel Cox

Event-Yoga - Portsmouth yoga and
massage offer yoga classes for beginners
and Intermediates at the following venues
in Portsmouth:
Copnor: Stacey Community Centre
Monday 6:00-7:00pm
Anchorage Park: Anchorage Park
Community Centre
Thursday 6:30-8:00pm
We also provide online yoga classes
(via zoom)
The classes are suitable for all ages and
abilities and taught in a friendly way.
You can also book 1 to 1 Yoga or Chair Yoga
in the comfort of your own home, where
the yoga is tailored for your own individual
needs and at a time suitable for you.
Please contact Andy Webb on
07766753638 or andywebb402@gmail.
com for more information.
Andy Webb Diploma Fryog
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Curmudgeonly
me & Covid

How many times have I arrived at a
barbecue where everyone is already
sweating profusely, to be drawn into a wet
hug…cheek by jowl with some dripping
face and sweaty palm.
To add insult to injury this is often
performed by a smoker who obviously
thinks that wet, sweat and tobacco fumes
are the ‘parfum du jour’….disgusting!
Having French relatives and having to
suffer repeated (how many cheeks?)
kissing and hugging…whenever anyone
enters or even re-enters the room, I have
to say I find the new Social Distancing
rules a welcome relief!
I’ve never been a touchy feely person…as
my old mum always used to say to me, if
ever I fell and hurt myself…
” A handshake is as good as a hug”
To be honest I’ve never even been keen
on the handshake!
Of course you should ‘gel’ after leaving
public transport, you always should have
done anyway.
Shopping basket handles and trolleys
too, shop door handles, anything where
someone else’s grubby palm has preceded
yours.
It’s my belief that illness in general will be
much reduced this winter by most people
following these ‘new’ hygienic rules. There
will be fewer colds and ‘flu’ for a start.
One thing worries me though.
The one metre/two metre distance rule?
I wonder…
Today I was walking at least 6 metres
behind someone in the street. He was
smoking, and suddenly I could smell, even
at that distance, his exhaled cigarette.
Smelling it means I had inhaled it. If it
hadn’t been tainted with his smoke I’d have
inhaled his breath without realising.
I think I’ll go and lock myself in the
cupboard under the stairs until all this has
passed or everyone is wearing goldfish
bowls over their heads.
Paranoid of Portsmouth
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This is what I have been
up to during lockdown
I decided, while I had time on my hands, that
I would like to start making cakes again after
a very long period of not doing so.
I had all the necessary tins, baking sheets,
bowls, scrapers, etc. to make a start but
these had to be washed first!!. The only
thing I was lacking was flour and I had not
counted on lots of other people having
the same idea, so consequently it was in
short supply until a friend came to the
rescue! I was all ready to go and started
weighing the ingredients only to find that
my digital scales needed new batteries,
which I consequently ordered online. So
not to be defeated I guessed everything
until the new batteries arrived only a
couple of days later. Although the small
cakes were edible (they tasted like the
sponge fingers you can use when making
a trifle) they did not rise very much. I
have since got fresh ingredients - cherries,
currants, raisins and sultanas - so I can
now put these in as well and not stick
to plain cakes, and the more I make
the better they seem to be. I have also
progressed to tea loaves and larger cakes –
my repertoire is expanding!!
The other issue I had was that I was
working from my Mrs Beeton’s Everyday
Cookery book, which I have had for 50
years, and the recipes were for Gas and
Electric settings and I now have a Fan
oven! Again I resorted to the internet, this
time for a conversion chart. It was also the
first time I had baked cakes in a Fan oven;
so all in all it has been quite challenging,
but I have enjoyed the experience.
I have also been the contact point for the
League of Friends of Queen Alexandra
Hospital Support Group. I send out an
email to 29 people and ring 4 people each
week to make sure they are OK. My email
is usually telling them what I have been
up to during the week and I try to make
it amusing!! I have had a lot of positive
feedback.
I have been doing an hour of Yoga each
week via a Zoom meeting which is quite
challenging as I have to do it via my
mobile phone as my computer is on my
desk in my spare bedroom and I would not
be able to see the instructor on the screen
from the floor!! All the other participants
have laptops!!
My relatives in Suffolk and Oxford

and others in West Sussex have also
been keeping me up-to-date with their
activities via Zoom meetings, which
has been rather nice to do. I can use my
computer for that as it now has a camera
and I don’t have to be on the floor!!
I have also been to a lockdown wedding.
My cousin’s grand-daughter, who lives in
London, Ontario, Canada, was married on
Saturday, 30th May 2020 at 1.00pm
Eastern time (6.00pm our time) so I was
able to see it live by videolink which was
quite an experience! The bride (Laura)
and groom (Dan) were planning a biggish
do with people from all over the world
attending but they had to reduce it to
the bare minimum with their friends
and family giving video messages from
Tanzanica, North Africa, East Sussex,
Australia and several places in Ontario.
Instead of a church, it was held in Laura’s
parents’ back garden on a beautiful but
breezy day with her father giving her
away, Dan’s brother officiating at the
service and 2 other people(apart from
the 2 video technicians) present in the
background.
It was a lovely service and very them.
Most of the aspects of the service were
by various combined videolinks from
individual’s homes - the sermon was by
a pastor from Dorchester, Ontario; there
were 2 people playing violins, 1 on oboe,
1 on piano, 1 on guitar and 9 people
singing; plus 2 people with beautiful
voices singing. I was very impressed with
how it was all put together, and how it all
went without a hitch.
However, Laura and Dan’s decision to
go ahead with their wedding meant that
Laura’s sister, who lives and teaches in
Spain was not able to be there. My sister
and I were also due to go but this was the
next best thing and we didn’t have all the
hassle of airports!!
Margaret Fairhead
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King Haile
Selassie 1st
(born 1892 -1975)

Haile Selassie I the
two hundred and
twenty fifth and last
Emporer of Ethiopia
(previousy Abyssinia) from 1930 to 1974.
Prince Ras Tafari was crownd Emperor
Haile Selassie on 2nd November 1930.
Rastafarians believe that Haile Selassie is
the living representative of God for the
black race; a belief prophesised in the
scriptures “the hair of whose head was like
wool (the matted hair of a black man),
whose feet were like unto burning brass
(i.e. black skin)” (Revelation 1.14).
Some members of the Rastafari
movement (founded in Ethiopia and
later adapted into Jamaica in the 1930s:
followers are now estimated to number
between 700,000 and one million) refer
to Haile Selassie as the returned messiah
God incarnate, God of the Black race,
because of Marcus Garvey’s (1887-1940)
prophecy - “Look to Africa where a black
king shall be crowned, he shall be the
Redeemer” a claim said to be backed by
biblical text.
The current flag
The flag with the
(crowned) Lion of
Judah (1941 to 1974
remains popular
with the Rastafari
movement and
people loyal to Haile
Selassie

Jamaica is hell; Ethiopia is heaven
Africa as a whole and Ethiopia in
particular is believed to be Rastas’ heaven
on earth. The colonisation of Africa and
the slave trade meant Africans were
traded to Jamaica now regarded by many
Rastafarians as hell. It is believed that
Jah (God) will send a signal for the black
exodus back to Africa – a place of fond
memories of freedom and life prior to
oppression. This belief originates from
Marcus Garvey’s theme, “ Back to Africa”.
By the rivers of Babylon we sat down;
there we wept when we remembered Zion
Psalms 19 and 137 (see Rivers of Babylon
by Boney M)
Some Rastafarians have long “dreadlocks”,
representing the mane of the Lion of
Judah. The holy herb ‘Ganja’ (cannabis) is
used to meditate, but is not obligatory.
Rastas follow a special diet of I-tal food
- a natural food diet – food that has not
been preserved or chemically altered in
any way. The majority of Rastafarians
are pescatarians and exclude pork,
shellfish and milk. Alcohol is forbidden,
coffee and salt are not encouraged. A
diet of vegetables, fruits and seeds is
recommended to keep impurities out of
body and avoid sickness.

The Rastafarian religion started in Africa,
is now known as the religion of the poorer
black people of Jamaica. It is not only
a religion but also a way of life, a stand
against poverty, oppression and inequality
of religious ideas as well as global
problems.

A persuasive orator and author, Garvey
urged American Blacks to be proud of their
race and preached their return to their
ancestral homeland, Africa. He founded
the Black Star Line in 1919 to provide
steamship transportation, and the Negro
Factories Corporation to encourage Black
economic independence. He attracted
thousands of supporters but suffered a
series of economic disasters and in 1922
he was arrested for mail fraud. Garvey was
convicted, and imprisoned in 1925.
His sentence was commuted two years
later, but he was immediately deported
to Jamaica. Unable to resurrect the UNIA
or regain his influence, Marcus Garvey
moved to London,
In January 1940, Garvey suffered several
strokes and died at the age of 52 on
June 10 1940. His body was interred in
a vault in the catacombs of St Mary’s
Roman Catholic Church in Kensal Green
Cemetery, West London.

Some people may find the language in this
article offensive Editor

The flag which most
Rastafari use today
Rastafarians use Biblical names such
as Lord of Lords, King of Kings and
Conquering Lion of the tribe of Judah for
Haile Selassie, terms used historically to
describe Ethiopian Emperors, but with
the crowning of Haile Selassie I they were
seen as evidence that supported his divine
status.

incorporated the UNIA and started a
weekly newspaper, the Negro World.

Marcus Garvey a Black Nationalist leader
and proponent of the “Back to Africa”
movement in the United States. Garvey,
the youngest of 11 children from Saint
Ann’s Bay, Jamaica left school at 14 to
serve in a printing company in Kingston,
where in 1907 he led a printers’ strike for
higher wages. Garvey travelled to South
and Central America. In 1912, then to
England, where he became interested in
African history and culture. He returned to
Jamaica in 1914 and founded the Universal
Negro Improvement Association (UNIA)
and the African Communities League. In
1916 he settled in New York. There he

Bob Marley was a member of
the Rastafari movement, whose culture
was a key element in the development of
reggae. He became an ardent proponent
of Rastafari, taking its music out of the
socially deprived areas of Jamaica and
onto the international music scene. He
gave the following response to a question
put to him during a recorded interview:
Interviewer: «Can you tell the people
what it means being a Rastafarian?»
Marley: “I would say to the people, Be
still, and know that His Imperial Majesty,
Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia is the
Almighty. Now, the Bible seh so, Babylon
newspaper seh so, and I and the children
seh so. Yunno? So I don’t see how much
more reveal our people want. Wha’ dem
want? a white god, well God come black.”
Sue Petrie
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Women against state pension inequality

The restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 lockdown have been particularly difficult for
many WASPI women, who are in acute financial hardship, as explained in the following
statement by Solent WASPI Coordinator Shelagh Simmons.
“SOLENT WASPI JOINS CALL TO GOVERNMENT FOR URGENT ACTION IN SUPPORT
OF 1950s BORN WOMEN AFFECTED BY CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK
Solent WASPI has joined the national Women Against State Pension Inequality (WASPI)
Campaign in calling on the Government to take urgent action to help WASPI women
who have been badly affected by the outbreak of COVID-19 and are experiencing greater
financial hardship as a result.
We want the Government to make two urgent changes. The first is to give early access
to Pension Credit for WASPI women who are otherwise eligible. This group, including
some of the poorest WASPI women living in the UK, are currently falling through the gaps
as their income is low, but they cannot access other support like Universal Credit. The
second is early access to the State Pension for WASPI women due to reach State Pension
age this financial year. This would mean that the Government would not have to support
these women through other measures like furlough payments or benefits. It would also
enable them to contribute to the economic recovery through spending, rather than being
further impoverished with no disposable income.
At this unprecedented time of national emergency, we have written to every MP in our
area seeking their support for these proposals. Portsmouth South MP, Stephen Morgan
has written to the Secretary of State for Work and Pensions asking that they be urgently
considered. Portsmouth North MP, Penny Mordaunt, has also raised our points with the
Treasury and Department for Work and Pensions (DWP).
We stress that our aim of fair transitional arrangements for all 1950s-born women
affected by the mismanagement of State Pension age changes remains the same.
However, WASPI has heard heart-breaking stories from women whose already precarious
financial positions have been worsened as a direct result of the COVID-19 pandemic and
felt it right to seek help on their behalf.”
This was reported in the Portsmouth News on 23rd April and the Southampton Echo
on 28th April. Tuesday, April 28 was International Workers’ Memorial Day (IWMD),
the theme this year was the Coronavirus; the event is usually commemorated by
representatives from Portsmouth Trades Council, trades unions and others assembling at
the IWMD memorial in Victoria
Park, Portsmouth. A wreath is laid,
followed by a minute’s silence
at noon. But this year saw the
first virtual event via Zoom, with
one person laying the wreath
and others participating online.
Kathryn Rimmington spoke briefly
on the impact of the virus on
WASPI women, drawing upon
Shelagh’s statement. The event
is available here: https://youtu.
be/2F2AfVLbqZ4
Finally, to end on a lighterhearted note, Solent WASPI has
designated Wednesday ‘WASPI
Wednesday’. The aim is to stay
connected with our members
while usual contact is suspended
and to keep our campaign in the
public eye. A weekly theme is
chosen, members submit photos
and each Wednesday we share a
selection on social media. Our
favourite examples are attached
to the covering email.
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WASPI UPDATE
On 6th October the State Pension age
(Spa) reached 66 for both men and
women. This milestone came shortly
after the dismissal of an Appeal
brought by the campaign group, Back
To 60, claiming that increases to
women’s SPa were unlawful.
The court case was not the Women
Against State Pension Inequality
(WASPI) Campaign’s fight to lose. In a
recent update sent to all MPs, WASPI
reiterated our campaign aims, which
are very different from that claim of
discrimination. We are campaigning
for fair transitional arrangements
for all women born in the 1950s
affected by SPa changes increasing it
for WASPI women by up to 6 years.
Women were simply not properly
informed. In fact, the steps which
Government considered adequate to
inform us fell short of good practice.
We accept equalisation of the SPa
but the way it was implemented has
caused extreme hardship and wrecked
the retirement plans of many women.
Our campaign is primarily about lack
of notice and misleading information.
Legal advice in 2016 concluded the
most appropriate course of action
was to campaign for a compensation
payment; a bridging pension between
our original SPa and our new one.
This took the form of complaints of
Maladministration to the Department
for Work and Pensions (DWP). The
court action delayed the process
by 12 months, but six sample cases
are now being investigated by the
Parliamentary and Health Service
Ombudsman (PHSO).
We hope there will be no further
delay and that WASPI women will
be justly compensated for the
appalling lack of communication
of SPa changes. And we hope that
we will be able to count on our
MPs to support implementation
of any recommendations made by
the PHSO.
Portsmouth WASPI members are
joining others around the country
contacting their MPs to follow up on
WASPI’s briefing. If the Government
thought recent events would stop our
campaign, it was wrong.
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6 Jungle hero created by Edgar Rice
Burroughs (6)
11 Type of tenure (9)
13 Eerie (7)
14 Gratify one’s appetites (7)
15 Mass of small rounded pebbles (7)
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Alan Burnett 8 Sussex
Road, Southsea PO5 3EX
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Karen has been an invaluable support,
not least her concise and well researched
articles, submitted to the magazine. Thank
you Karen. Let’s hope we will continue to
see you when everything is back to the
“new normal” and meanwhile keep in
touch via e mail.
Sue Petrie
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Solution no 15,735

MURIEL DEACON

has resigned from the Committee due
to the need to balance family and work
commitments. Karen continues to be a
member of Pompey Pensioner Association
and will continue to have regular phone
contact with five shielding members.
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Across
1 Discourage (3,3)
4 Monk’s garb (5)
7 Rather — with less delay (6)
8 Runner-up’s award (6)
9 Enthusiastic enjoyment (4)
10 Mad, bad Roman emperor,
assassinated AD 41 (8)
12 Study and collection of coins (11)
17 Team game with sticks (8)
19 Fall in drops (4)
20 £10 (6)
21 Do something as a favour (6)
22 Austrian symphony composer,
d. 1809 (5)
23 Header (anag) (6)
Down
1 Essential dietary requirement (7)
2 A Christmas Carol character (4,3)
3 Predictions (9)
4 Country forming the western part
of Hispaniola, independent since
1804 (5)
5 Temporary encampment (7)
6 Jungle hero created by Edgar Rice
Burroughs (6)
11 Type of tenure (9)
13 Eerie (7)
14 Gratify one’s appetites (7)
15 Mass of small rounded pebbles (7)
16 Brood of chicks (6)
18 Large expanse of water (5)

The Editors of the Pompey Pensioner Magazine
would like to thank Lee at Asher Design and
Print for his patience, professionalism and hard
work in producing another great magazine.
Nothing is too much trouble: and Lee is always
ready to adjust and modify submissions
to ensure that everything fits and looks
wonderful. Thank you Lee from all of us.
Editors
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The campaign for a better deal for Britain’s 55+ goes on.
You may well ask “what can I do about it?”
JOIN THE PORTSMOUTH PENSIONERS’ ASSOCIATION
(Subscription: Just £10 a year – See below for details)
There’s strength in numbers! If you are able, get involved.

P.P.A. Meetings

ARE WELCOME

Portsmouth Pensioners’ Association and its officers are
determined to keep Pompey Pensioner on the map and Ideas,
suggestions and comments are welcome. Please send written
contributions for future editions of Pompey Pensioner to:

Our monthly meetings are held at 1.30 on the 1st
Monday of each month in the Council Chambers of the
Guildhall, unless the first Monday is a Bank Holiday. In
this case the meeting will be held on the Tuesday.

Doreen Fay Email: faygma@gmail.com
Sue Petrie Email: supetrie@aol.com

FUTURE PPA SPEAKERS
2nd November 2020 Martin Hunt, Portsea Island branch of the
Arts Society
7th December 2020 Marion Emery (PPA Member), Reflections
and a 5-Piece Walnut Bedroom Suite

Donations

advertise in the next issue of
Circulation of 8k distributed throughout the PO area

£55 for 1/8 page Landscape (65mm H x 95mm W)
£85 for 1/4 page Portrait (130mm H x 95mm W)
£150 for 1/2 page Landscape (130mm H x 190mm W)
£300 for full page Portrait (262mm H x 190mm W)
PDF or Hi resolution JPG required (300 dpi images for printing)
Please send print ready advertisements to the editors:
Doreen Fay Email: faygma@gmail.com
Sue Petrie Email: supetrie@aol.com
or any committee member to advertise in our next issue.

DISCLAIMER

All material published in The Pompey Pensioner (either in the magazine and/
or the website), including adverts, editorials, articles and all other content is
published in good faith. However Pompey Pensioner accepts no liability for any
errors or omissions and does not endorse any companies, products or services
that appear in the publication or on the website.

Portsmouth Pensioners’ Association - JOIN US
The Campaigning Voice for Pensioners in Portsmouth - All Donations Welcome

Meetings held in the Guildhall Council Chamber every first Monday of the month 1.30-3.30pm
• Speakers • Campaigns • Lobbies of Parliament • Anyone is welcome to attend one meeting before joining • Subscription £10 p.a.
If you are interested in joining the Portsmouth Pensioners’ Association please complete the membership form below
with a cheque for £10 made out to ‘Portsmouth Pensioners’ Association’ and send (with stamped addressed envelope) to:
Lavinia Le-Good ( membership secretary) 69,Westwood Road, Hilsea PO2 9QP.
Name:

Date of birth _ _ /_ _ /_ _

Address:

Postcode:
Tel No:

Email:

Adding your email address gives us permission to contact you by email if necessary about PPA business.

